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 INTRODUCTION 
  “Health is Wealth” 
Health is defined by the world health organization of the united 
nations as the “State of complete physical, mental and social well being and 
not merely the absence of disease and infirmity.” 
The siddha system is serving the mankind to all of its physical and 
mental morbidity associated with every organ and all system of human body. 
The advantage and unique feature is the removal of the root causes of 
the disease and perfect remedy for body and mind. 
The siddha system of medicine has evolved to help the human beings 
to attain this state of immortality. The word “Siddha” comes from the word 
“Siddhi”, which means an object to be attained or perfection of heavenly 
bliss. Those who attained siddhi the Envagai siddhi the eight super natural 
powers are known as siddhars. 
The siddhar were great scientist, men of high cultured, intellectual and 
spiritual faculties combined with super natural powers. The paramount aim 
and objective of the siddha science is to assue the full span of healthy life 
and ultimately attain salvation. 
Siddha system of medicine includes, medicine but also Astrology, 
yoga, pranayamam, and varmam  etc. 
‘mz;lj;jpy; cs;sNj gpz;lk; 
gpz;lj;jpy; cs;sNj mz;lk; 
mz;lKk; gpz;lKk; xd;Nw 
mwpe;J jhd; ghHf;Fk; NghNj” 
- rl;lKdp Qhdk; 
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According to siddha these are three basic constituent complexes in the 
physiological system called DOSHA (HUMOUR). They are vadha, pitha, 
and kapha. These three humours from the connecting link between 
microcosm of man and macrocosm of world.  
Three Doshas theory explains causation, the amelioration of disease 
and guides to understood the therapeutics and dietary regimens. 
Good health implies an ideal balance between the Dosha Factor. The 
predominance of any particular dosha which marks the Constitutional types 
of man, on this basis, human is divided in to three psychological somatic 
types (VadhaUdal, Pitha Udal, Kapha Udal). 
 The detailed study of three doshas the seven dhatus  (Tissues), three 
gunas (Quality the guiding principles of mind, three malams (the secretory 
and excretory wastes). Ten Alavaigal, En Vagai thervugal, six chakras 
related to plexus, six Atharams (Glandular system), Six Kalangal (Season), 
Neerkuri, Neikuri, 96 thathuvams in siddha system of medicine are used to 
establish proper diagnosis, pathology and treatment. 
 Siddhars have taught that body consists  of five elements namely Earth 
(Prithivi), water (Appu), Fire  (Theyu), Air (Vayu) and space (Aakash) and 
all these are governed by life battery or Bioelectricity. In disease there is an 
imbalance between these elements. The life but when it has to over work it 
gets weak and the body becomes prone to disease. 
 The whole medical treatment of siddha rests on the Maintenance (or) 
restoration of the equilibrium of the above thathuvams. The same meaning is 
concede with the following kural. 
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  ‘kpfpDk; FiwapDk; Neha; nra;Ak; E}NyhH 
    tsp Kjyh vz;zpa %d;W” 
According to the siddha five bootha principle, the karappan is a 
disease related with skin and piruthivi bootham, and the summer, autumn, 
winter and the spring have got its influence over the disease. The tropic and 
temperate zone will also modify disease and its prognosis etc. Vatha 
Karappan is one of the seven classifications of Karappan. Vatha Karappan is 
a humiliating common disorder. It affects people in their active period of life 
and cause severe embarrassment both physically and mentally. So the 
authour has selected the  disease “VATHA KARAPPAN” a challenging and 
chronic skin disorder for the present study. 
The selection of the topic vatha  Karappan with the trial drugs. 
1. With the trial drug internal use. 
Vatha Karappan choornam - 1gm 3 times a day with Jaggery after 
food. 
 Evidence: Agasthiyar Ayulvetham – 1200: Page No: 166 
II. With the trial drug of External Application 
Vatha Karappanukku Aamanukku Ennai - To be applied externally 
over the affected parts. 
 Evidence: Agasthiyar Ayulvetham – 1200 Page No: 174 
The author has reveals her study about disease vatha karappan in the 
following pages. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 The aim of this study is to do a clinical study on the course of the 
disease “Vatha Karappan” – with seen interest and observation on the 
aetiology, patho physiology, diagnosis, complications and the treatment 
aspects. 
1. The principle object of the study is to creat awareness for the siddha 
system of medicine among the observer of the various system of 
medicine. 
2. To highlight the efficacy of siddha drugs among the common public. 
3. To arrive at a clear cut idea about the incidence of disease in people of 
different age, life style, occupation, socio-economical status, Family 
history, and seasonal variations. 
4. To know how the disease alters the normal conditions under the topics of 
Mukkutram, poripulangal, Envagi thervugal, Ezhu udar Kattugal, 
Neerkuri and Neikuri. 
5. To have a clinical trial on patients with trial drugs. 
6. To evaluate the bio-chemical analysis and pharmacological studies of the 
trial drugs. 
7. To use the modern diagnostic parameters to Confirm and follow the 
progress of the disease. 
8. To make an awareness among the people about the prevention and to 
avoid further recurrence of disease by personal hygienic measures. 
9. To insist dietary restriction and yoga along with medicine to achieve best 
results. 
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SIDDHA ASPECTS 
 In siddha system the theory of Pancha Bhuthas plays a major role in 
all aspects.  The skin is also formed by the Pancha Bhuthas skin is one of the 
components of prithvi (earth).  This is mentioned as, 
“Nrug;gh rlkhr;R kz;zpd; $W 
nrwpkaph; Njhy; vYk;gpiwr;rp euk;ige;jhFk;” 
- rjf ehb. 
Skin is formed by the combination of Mann + Theyu.  So if any 
derangements in theyu and its components such as sleep, thirst, appetite, 
fearness, and unification may affect the skin by disturbing the function of 
Saaram, Senneer, Oon and Kozhuppu. 
 Tactile sensation is achieved by the skin,  with the help of vayu and it 
is also mentioned as, 
“tsg;gq;Nfs; G+kp trpf;Fk; ehrpapy; 
fsg;gkhk; td;dp jhDwq; fz;zpdpy; 
msg;gkhkk; Nghtlq;fpLk; ehtpdpy; 
gsg;g ey;thATk; ghprpf;Fnkq;FNk 
vq;fpa fhjpypUe;JW khjhak;” 
- jpU%yh; ehb 
Vatha is placed over the skin.  So any derangement in Vatha may 
cause the skin Hard and rough mawkish – black and reddishwith intense 
pain. 
It is also said as, 
“thj kyhJ Nkdp nflhJ” 
 - NjiuaH 
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 Functions of kapha is altered in the body by the food and activities it 
will lead to pallor of the skin and shiny or glossy appearance with intense 
pain. 
 Since the skin is formed by mann + theyu.  The taste sour is also 
formed by the same.  So that those who are having skin diseases are advised 
to restrict the intake of sour taste. 
 Skin or integument is closely related with internal and external 
environments.  If any changes occur with in the body and environment is 
reflected immediately over the skin like dryness, itching.  Since acts as the 
linking media between the body and outer world. 
 Skin is closely related with mind and soul. Slight distress and strain 
may cause pathological changes in the skin.  
 In Siddha system among the skin disease etiology pathology and the 
treatment of VATHAKARAPPAN is very particular and when gone for the 
literature on VATHAKARAPPAN the author of this work was able to 
produce the following details. 
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Neha; ,ay; (Definition)  
§¾¡Ä¢ø ¾¢Á¢÷ ÌÕ, Òñ, ¾ÊôÒ ¬¸¢Â ÌÈ¢Ì½í¸¨Ç ¯¨¼Â À¨¼¸¨Ç 
¯ñ¼¡ì¸¢> «ùÅ¢¼í¸Ç¢ø Å£ì¸õ, ¦¸¡ôÒÇí¸û ¸ñÎ «øÄÐ ¦º¾¢ø §À¡ýÚ 
§¾¡ø ÍÃÍÃôÀ¡¸¢ §¾¡Ä¢ý þÂü¨¸ ¿¢Èò¨¾ §ÅÚÀÎò¾¢ º¢Ä§Å¨Ç 
¦ÅÊôÒñ¼¡ì¸¢ ¿£÷ ¸º¢¾ø ¬¸¢Â ÌÈ¢Ì½í¸¨Ç ¸¡ðÎõ §¾¡üÀ¢½¢¨Â 
¸ÃôÀ¡ý «øÄÐ ¸ÃôÀý ±ýÚ ÜÚÅ÷. 
 
Neha; tUk; top: (Aetiology) 
 ‘Vohd fug;ghdpd; cw;gj;jp Nfsha; 
  Vw;wkha; khkprq;fs; Grpf;ifahYk;> 
 $ohd fk;Gjpid tuF rhik   
  nghbjhd fpoq;Ftif aUe;jyhYk;> 
 ghohd ngz; khia jd;dpw; rpf;Fk; 
  ghq;fhd tpufj;jhy; Kaw;rpahYk; 
 jhohd gz;lq;fs; rikj;Jj; jpd;dy; 
  jhf;FNk fug;ghd; jd; rhay; jhNd 
 rhayha;j; jdf;Fj; jhd; %j;j ngz;izj; 
  jhtpNdhh; jho;r;rpahq;rhjp jd;dpy;  
 fhayha;f; fye;Jz;Nlhh; fyfk; nra;Njhh; 
  fw;Gila kq;ifaiuf; fUjpNdhh;fs;  
 thayha; tho; kuj;ij ntl;bNdhh;fs; 
  kUj;Jth;fs; tz;zhh; ehtpjh;fs; $ypf; 
 $ayha;f; nfhlh Njhh;fs; FUepe;jpj;j 
  nfhLk;ghtp fug;ghdpw; Fwpf; nfhs;thNu”  
- A+fp itj;jpa rpe;jhkzp  
(fug;ghd; Nuhf epjhdk;) 
• Excessive intake of fish, meat, cereals like ragi, maize, rhizomes.  
• Anti social activities which ultimately end in psychic disturbances 
leads to Karappan disease.  
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 ‘ngUFQ; Nrhs kpWq;Fk; ngUq;fk;G 
  tuF fhUld; thioapd; fhNahL 
 ciunfhs; ghfy; nfspw;W kPd; cz;bby; 
  tphpt jha;f;fug; ghDkp Fe;jNj” 
      -  rpj;j kUj;Jtk;  rpwg;G 
  
• This poem specifies the dietary relations with the karappan disease.  
• bitter gourd, ragi, maize, unriped banana, fish items aggravates the 
disease. 
 “rq;ifapy; tp\ fug;ghd; tUkhNwJ 
  rhuKld; fpUkp tpOe;jd;ikNaJ 
 cl;bzNk mjpfk; tUkpe;jphpa Nghfj;jh 
  YoWJUfp aj;jpapNyNtT nfhz;L 
 el;lzkha; nte;j njhU kr;ir jd;dpy; 
  ehl;lkpl;l fpUkpaJaZFk; NghJ 
 kl;LlNd fpUkpnay;yhk; gwe;jq;Nfwp 
  tifAlNd khq;fp\j;ijj; Jisj;J NkTk;” 
 ‘jpl;lKld; tpl fug;ghd; gwe;J NkNy 
  jpdTlNd guguj;Jr; nrhwpAz;lhNk 
 gay;nkhopapu; Njfj;jpy; fpUkpjhNd 
gue;JVtp Fl;lk;Nghy; Gs;spfhZk;  
kayJTq; fpUkpAe;jhd; ele;J Gf;fpy; 
  NkdpaJ rurnud ntbj;Jg; Gz;zhw; 
 fay; ngUFk; Foy; kltPh; nrhy;yf; Nfsph;  
  fufuj;Jr; nrhwp ngUFq; fug;ghd; jhNd”. 
      - FU ehb E}y; 
Excessive Sexual indulgence aggravates Azhal thathu which inturn 
affects the “ Kozhupphu”  and “ Thasai”  of the seven udal kattugal. The 
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micro organisms enter through these affected thathus and cause the disease 
Karappan. 
‘thjgpj;jq; fgkpit %d;wth; 
  NwJ thy;ntsp thy;kpb ahtpdh; 
 Nfhij ahuba ghh;itah; thw;Fsph; 
  Ngj ephpit ahYd NgRNfs; 
 Ntff; fhw;wjpdh; gid nty;yj;jhy; 
  ghf kpf;fyhd; Nkjpg; ghnta;ayhy; 
 jhfkhdp tUf;f jprhh;jyhy; 
  Nghf thio tOjiy Ks;spf;fha; 
 fhAk; gy;yplj; jhw;Ruj; jhw;fspy; 
  vAk; tz;nlyp ahy;tUNk Jntsp 
 Fb ey;ywpthd vUtpdhh; 
  ad khd fug;ghd; tiffNs” 
     -  guuhr Nrfuk;; ....... rpuNuhf gFjp 
• Living in torrid climate and cold weather. 
• Drinking contaminated water. 
• Airborne infection. 
• Excessive intake of palm jaggery and brinjals, plantain etc., 
• Poisonous bites are the factors. 
Neha; vz; (Classification) 
“vz;gJ fug;ghd; jd;id apak;gpLkhW NfsPh; 
 ez;gpLk; thjk; gpj;jk; eyk;nfl;Lj;jhdk; tPq;Fk; 
Gz;gLk; fuq;fs; re;J Giye;Jly; fLj;J NehFk; 
 td;ikAld; ntbj;J R+iy tUtJ uzkPnjd;Nd” 
- mfj;jpah; uz E}y; 
 
It was mentioned that karappan was classified into 80 types. 
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‘tpsk;gpL thjNehT vz;gJ ehYkpff; 
 cs;sq;fs; rd;dp Kg;gNjhq;Fly; thAnkl;L 
foq;fK Kg;gj;njO fug;gD kWgj;jhW 
 jdq;nfhs;spg;GUjp ehY rhw;Wis Fwitnal;Nl” 
       -  mfj;jpah;  2000 
Karappan are 66 in numbers. But the names were not given. 
 
 “Mnkd;w fug;ghd;jhd; VOtpjkhFk; 
  mlq;fhj thjj;jpd; fug;ghNdhL 
 fhnkd;w fz;lkhq; fug;ghdhFk; 
  fUfpa Njhh; twl;rpahq; fug;ghNdhL 
 Njnkd;w jpkph;thj fug;ghd; ehYk; 
  rpurpdpNy ngUq; fghyf; fug;ghd; 
 Nfhnkd;w gpj;jkhq; fug;ghNdhL 
  nghpa Nrl;Lkf; fug;ghd; ngah;jhNd” 
       - A+fp itj;jpa rpe;jhkzp 
1. thj  fug;ghd; 
2. gpj;j fug;ghd; 
3. fg fug;ghd; 
4. jpkph;thj fug;ghd; 
5. fz;l fug;ghd; 
6. fghyf; fug;ghd; 
7. twl;rp fug;ghd; 
 
       “nrg;Gthjf;fug;gd; Nrh;tul;rpf;fug;gd;  
ntg;GWk;ngUq;fug;gd; tpuw;wpkph;thjnkd;Dk; 
fg;GWfug;gNdhL fghyj;jpw;Nrh;fug;gd; 
jg;gWtp\ghfj;jpw; rhh;e;jpLq;fug;gdhNk. 
 
fug;GWGilfug;gd; fue;Jnfz;ilf;fug;gd; 
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Jug;GWnrhwpfug;gd; J}q;fpLfug;ghNdhL 
epug;gptPq;Ff;fug;gd; ePz;bLntbf;fug;gd; 
mhpg;GWfug;ghNdhL mlh;fhzhf;fbf;fug;gd; 
fbj;jpLnrq;fug;gd; fUJ%yf;fug;gd; 
mLj;jRFzpfug;gd; mow;Wnfhs;spf;fug;gd; 
Jbj;jnfhg;Gsf;fug;gd; Njhd;Wfz;lf;fug;gd; 
neLj;jfw;fug;gNdhL ePs;nghj;jpf;fug;ghdhNk 
MFq;fhjpw;fug;g dhkpUgj;J %d;wpy; 
thFWFzq;fNshL kUtpLkUe;JQ;rpq;ifr; 
NrfuhhpaNfhdhd nrfuhrNrfud;wd; 
XifNrh;e;jpLtjw;fh Ayfpdh;f;Fiuj;jjhNk". 
- nrfuhrNrfu itj;jpak; 
1. thj  fug;ghd;  
2. twl;rp fug;ghd; 
3. ngUq; fug;ghd; 
4. jpkph;thj fug;ghd; 
5. fghyf; fug;ghd; 
6. tp\ghf fug;ghd; 
7. Gil fug;ghd; 
8. nfz;ilf; fug;ghd; 
9. nrhwp fug;ghd; 
10. J}q;F fug;ghd; 
11. tPq;Ff; fug;ghd; 
12. ntb fug;ghd; 
13. mhp fug;ghd; 
14. fhzhf;fb fug;ghd; 
15. nrq; fug;ghd; 
16. %y fug;ghd; 
17. mRFzp fug;ghd; 
18. nfhs;sp fug;ghd; 
19. nfhg;Gs fug;ghd; 
20. fz;l fug;ghd; 
21. fw;  fug;ghd; 
22. nghjp fug;ghd; 
23. fhjpw; fug;ghd;
 
 
 
“gLtd; Kg;gj;jpuz;L gUnthU ehw;gj;njhd;W 
KLfpLk; tp\gkhW Kw;W NthGrp %d;We;  
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jpLf;fpLk; gPyp %d;W rpurpdpw; rpye;jp nrhy;ypy; 
fLfpLik gj;jhW fug;ghd; nkd;gj;ije;J”. 
        - FU ehb rh];jpu E}y; 
Karappan was classified into 85 types. 
“ehslh ehw;gJ ehY E}W 
  eaKlNd ehw;gj;J vl;LNuhFk; 
 ghug;gh thjkJ vz;gj;J ehY 
  gUf;fNt gpj;jkJ ehw;gj;J vl;L 
 jhug;gh Nrj;Jkq;fs;  njhz;Z}w;whW 
  gPypAlDW trpa kQ;rjhFk; 
 nghhpfug;ghd; njhd;D}W nfz;ilgj;J” 
      -  ,uj;jpd RUf;f ehb E}y;  
  
Karappan was classified into 90 types 
   
“nrq;fug;ghd; mdy; fug;ghd; jhDk; kz;ilr;  
  rpuq;Fgz;Zk; mhpfug;ghd; nghhpf ug;ghd; 
 mq;fkjp nyOfug;ghd; jhDkpf;f 
  msuhk;cjp uf;fug;ghd; fl;b NahL 
 nghq;fkha; tPq;fp fug;gh De;jhd; 
  Gfyhpa rl;iljb ntbf ug;ghd; 
 rpq;fKf vhpf;fug;ghd; thj gpj;jr; 
  Nrj;kNjhl fug;ghd; gjpndl;lhNk” 
- gjpnzd; rpj;jh; ghythfl jpul;L 
1. thj fug;ghd;  
2. gpj;j fug;ghd; 
3. fg fug;ghd; 
4. mhp fug;ghd; 
5. XL fug;ghd; 
6. R+iy fug;ghd; 
7. ntb fug;ghd; 
8. kz;ilf; fug;ghd; 
9. rl;ilf; fug;ghd; 
10. CJ fug;ghd; 
11. fUq;fug;ghd;  
12. nghhpfug;ghd; 
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13. nfhs;sp fug;ghd; 
14. Njhl fug;ghd; 
15. thiy fug;ghd; 
16. tws; fug;ghd; 
17. tPq;F fug;ghd; 
18. nrq; fug;ghd; 
 
Nkw;$wpa tiffs; ghyu;fspy; fhzg;gLfpwJ. 
fug;ghd; Nehapd; nghJf;FwpFzq;fs;  
(General Signs and Symptoms)  
 "±ñÀÐ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý ¾ý¨ÁÂ¢ÂõÀ¢Î Á¡Ú §¸Ç¢÷ 
  ¿ñÀ¢Îõ Å¡¾õ À¢ò¾õ ¿Äõ¦¸ðÎò ¾¡Éõ Å£íÌõ 
 ÒñÀÎí ¸ÃôÀ¡ý ºóÐ Ò¨ÄóJ¼ø ¸ÎòÐ §¿¡Ìõ 
  Åý¨ÁÔ¼ý ¦ÅÊòÐî Ý¨Ä ÅÕÅÐ Ã½Á£¦¾ý§É" 
 "¯¨ÉïÍ§Á ÅÂ¢Ú¾¡ý º£¾í¸¡Ïõ 
  ¯‰½Á¡ö ãò¾¢Ãó¾¡ ÓÕí¸¢ Å£Øõ 
 «¨ÉïÍ§Á Âí¸¦ÁøÄ¡õ ¦º¡Ã¢Ôñ¼¡õ 
  «ÆÄ¡¸ ¦ÅÐõÀÄ¡öì ¸¡ì¸¸¡§Ä¡Ôõ  
 Ò¨¸ïº§ÁÉ¢ Ä¢í¸ò¾¢ü Òñ§À¡Ö Õì¸¢ô 
  ¦À¡Êô¦À¡ÊÂ¡ö Íñ½¡õÒì ¸ü§À¡ø Å£Øõ 
 ¸¨ÇïÍ§Á ¿£§Ã¡Î ÁÄÓíº¢ìÌõ 
  ¸º¢Ô§Á ¸ÃôÀ¡É¡õ" 
      - «¸ò¾¢Â÷ Å¢Ã½áø 
• Swelling all over the body.  
• Pain in the joints of the body. 
• Body temperature raises. 
• Appearances of papules, vesicles which burst leads to ulcer formation. 
 
• Oozing  from the lesion. 
• Itching all over the body. 
• Scanty micturation and Constipation. 
thj fug;ghd;  
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nghJf;FwpFzq;fs; 
‘clk;ngyhk; ntJk;gpnehe;J cise;Jfhy;re;Jiff 
splq;fspw;Rue;JtPq;fp apUe;Jgpd;Dthjpahfp 
Klq;fpNatuz;LNjhd;wp Kw;wpNantbj;Jg;Gz;zhk; 
,lq;nfhlhf;fug;gd;thj Fzkpnjd;wpak;gyhNk” 
 
‘re;Jjhs;nkhopnghUj;Jj; jhdq;fSise;JtPq;fp 
te;Jjhd;Gz;Nghw;fhak; tUe;jjpNaapUe;Jthb 
nehe;Jjhd;fdj;Jtw;wp NehTld;nrhwpAz;lhFk; 
,e;jNeha;jhDk;thj fug;gndd;wpak;gyhNk.” 
 
‘,Ue;njOe;jpUf;Fk;NghJ kpaw;Wq;fhy;fuq;fs;re;J 
tUe;jplj;jpkph;j;JtPq;fp tuz;bby;ntbj;Jg;Gz;zhk;  
jpUe;jpatq;fe;jhDk; nrakwg;nghUKkhfpy; 
tUe;Jkpf;Fzq;fs;fz;lhy; thjkhq;fug;gdhNk.” 
 
‘nehe;Jfd;wpajyj;jpy; NehTilGz;fs;jd;dpy; 
te;Jty;yhAjq;fs; tYTwj;ijj;jlj;jpy; 
re;Jjhs;nkhopnghUj;Jj; jhdq;fsjpNyahfpy; 
te;Jjhd;njhLf;Fnka;apy; thjkhq;fug;gdhNk.” 
 
‘fz;Ze;J}q;fpeLTe;jp fdj;Jr;Rue;JntJk;GKly;  
ez;Ze;JilAq;fdjpkpuha; iee;NjjiyAq; fpWfpWf;Fk; 
kz;zpw;gpwe;Njhh; jq;fsplk; te;NjtUe;jkaf;fpLfpy; 
vz;zpthjfug;gndd ,JTk; Ngryhnkd;whh;” 
 
‘tPq;Fq;Fj;Jk;kpfTisAk; tplhkw;wpkph;j;JtPq;fpepw;Fk;  
Vq;fg;Gz;zpw;ryk; tpOj ypJTe;jpdT nrhwpTnra;Ak; 
ePq;fpr; nrt;NtjPuhJ neLehl;gl;Nl krfpepw;Fk; 
Njq;fr;Rl;Lg;Gifj;Jtplj; jPUk;thjfug;gdpNj. 
- nrfuhrNrfu itj;jpak; 
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• The body temperature raises.  
• The lesion start as dry vesicles and later becomes exudative in nature 
leading to ulcers formation with secondary infection. 
• The lesion are highly Itching in nature. 
• Pain and swelling in the affected areas of flexures of upper and lower 
limbs (like wrist Knee, ankle joints, etc.,). 
• Difficultly in walking due to swelling in the joints. 
• In severe cases extreme drowsiness, oedema of lower abdomen.  
• The lesion show recurrence and come on and off.    
 “¦¸¡ûÇ§Å ¯¼õ¦ÀøÄ¡õ ¦ÅÐõÀ¡ö ¦¿¡óÐ 
  Ì¨¼óÐ§Á Á¢¸î RÃóÐ Å£ì¸Á¡Ìõ 
 Å¢ûÇ§Å §¾¸¦ÁøÄ¡õ Òñ§À¡ø ¦¿¡óÐ 
  ¦ÅÊòÐ§Á Òñ½¡Ìõ Å¢Ãø¸û ºóÐ 
 ÓûÇ§Å Ó¼í¸¢§Â ¿ÃõÒ ¸¡Ïõ 
  ¦Á¡Æ¢¸û Àì¸Á¢ì¸ þ¼Á¢¸ ¯Ä÷óÐ 
 ÁûÇ§Å §ÁÉ¢ÂÐ ÅÃñÎ ¸¡Ïõ  
Å¡¾Á¡í ; ¸ÃôÀ¡ýÈý Åd;¨ Á¾¡§É" 
     - ä¸¢ÓÉ¢ ¨Åò¾¢Â º¢ó¾¡Á½¢ 
• Excessive body heat 
• pain and swelling all over the body 
 
• Appearances of vesicles, exudates  
• formation of ulcers 
• Difficultly to use affected limbs due to pain and swelling 
• Dryness of the body 
“¦¾È¢ìÌõ Å£íÌÓ¼¦ÄíÌ §Á¾¢Á¢u; ¸ÎôÀ¾¡¸¢ÂØó §¾¸§Áü 
 ¦À¡È¢ô ÀÈó¾¦¾É§Å Òñ½¡¸¢Â¾¢ §Ä¦ÅÊò¾¾¢¸ ¦À¡í¸Á¡ö 
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ÓÚì¸¢§Â ÍÃÁ¾¡¸¢ ¿¡ÅÐ ÅÈñÎ §¿¡ÂÐ Ó¾¢÷ó¾¢Êø 
 ¦ÅÈ¢ì ¸ÕíÌÆÄ¢ Á¡ÐÅ¡¾ ¸ÃôÀ¡¦ÉÉô Ò¸øÅ÷§ÁÅ¢¼" 
     -  gjpnzd; rpj;ju; ghythfl jpul;L 
 
• Pain and swelling all over the body. 
• The pustules coalescence to form ulcers. 
• Discharge of pus and blood from the ulcers. 
• Excessive body heat. 
• Dryness of the tongue. 
“¯¼õ¦ÀøÄ¡õ ¦ÅÐõÀ¢ ¦¿¡óÐ ×¨ÄóÐ ¸¡ø¨¸¸û ¾¡Û, 
  Á¢¼í¦¸¡ñÎ ÍÃóÐ Å£í¸¢Â¢ÕôÀ¢Ûó ¾¡¨¸Â¡§Ä 
 Ó¼í¸¢§Â ÅÃñL ¾¡Û ÓüÈ¢§Â ¦ÅÊòÐô Òñ½¡ 
  Á¢¼í¦¸¡¼¡ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý Å¡¾¦ÁýÚ ¾¡É¢ÂõÀ Ä¡§Á" 
 “þÕó¦¾Øó¾¢ÕìÌõ §À¡Ð Å¢üÚì¸¡Ä Â÷ó¾Â÷óÐ, 
  ¯Õò¾¢¼ò ¾¢Á¢÷óÐ Å£í¸¢ ÅÃñÎ¼ý ¦ÅÊòÐ Òñ½¡ó 
 ¾¢Õó¾¢ÂÅí ¸ó¾¡Ûï ¦ºÂÁÈô ¦À¡ÕÓÁ¡¸¢ø 
  ÅÕó¾¢Ã Á¢ìÌ½í¸û ¸ñ¼¡ø Å¡¾Á¡í ¸ÃôÀÉ¡§Á" 
 “¦¿¡óÐÀ¢ý ¸ñ½¢ø Á¢ì¸ §¿¡×¨¼ ¸½e;jýÉ¢ø 
  ÅóÐ ÅøÄ¡Ô¾í¸û ÅÎôÒÃò¨¾ ÁüÈ§À¡Ð 
 ºóÐ¾¡ý ¦Á¡Ç¢¦À¡ÕóÐ ¾¨º× ¾¡Éí¸Ç¡¸¢ø 
  ÅóÐ¾¡ý ¦¸ÎìÌõ Å¡¾¸ÃôÀ¡¦ÉýÈÈ¢ÂÄ¡§Á" 
 “tPíÌíÌòÐ Á¢¸î º¢ÃÓõ Å¢¼¡ÁüÈ¢Á¢÷óÐ Å¢¾É¢ìÌ 
  Á¡í¸¾¢ü ºÄõ Å¢Øó¾¡ÄÐ ×ó¾¢ÉÅ¡Âî ¦º¡Ã¢ ¦ºöÂ¢ø 
 ¿£í¸¢î ¦ºøÄò ¾£Ã¡Ð ¦¿Î¿¡ðÀ¼§Å Å¢„Á¢ìÌó 
 §¾í¸ Ò¨¾òÐî ÍðÎ Å¢¼ò¾£Õõ Å¡¾ ¸ÃôÀ¡É¢§¾" 
“ºóÐ ¸¡ø¦Á¡Ç¢ ¦À¡ÕóÐó ¾¡Éí¸Ù¨ÇóÐ Å£í¸¢ 
 ÅóÐ¾¡ý Òñ§À¡ü ¸¡Ôõ ÅÕó¾¢§Â Â¢ÕóÐ Å¡Îõ 
¦¿¡óÐ ¾¡É¢ü¸ ¦Å¡ð¼ §¿¡A¼ý ¦ÅôÒò §¾¡ýÚ 
 Á¢ó¾ §¿¡ö ÅÕ¸¢ø Å¡¾ ¸ÃôÀ¦ÉýÈÈ¢ÂÄ¡§Á" 
        - mfj;jpau; MAs;Ntjk; 
• Pain and swelling in the affected upper and lower limbs  
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• Formation of vesicles, pustules which burst leads to ulcers formation. 
• Excessive itching and oozing from the lesion. 
• Body temperature raises. 
• Pain increasing while standing from sitting posture. 
• The lesion shows recurrence and come on and off. 
Details about the other types of Karappan are: 
À¢ò¾ì ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
 “¾¡É¡¸ì ¸ñàí¸¢ ¿Î× ¯ó¾¢ 
  ¾Ç÷óÐ§Á ¯ð¸¡÷óÐ ¦ÅÐôÒñ¼¡Ìõ 
 à½¡¸ì ¸¢Ú¸¢ÚìÌ Ó¼Ä¡Q; §º¡Õõ 
  ¦º¡Ã¢óÐ§Á ¯¼õÒ ÁïºÇ¢ìÌõ 
 §Å½¡¸ Åñ½j;¨ ¾ þÈí¦¸¡ð¼¡Ð 
  Á¢Îì¸¡É ¾£gÁó ¾¢òÐô §À¡Ìõ 
 §ÀÉ¡¸ °ÕÅÐ §À¡Äì ¸¡Ïõ 
  À¢ò¾ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý Ì½ò¾¢ý ¦ÅüÈ¢Â¡§Á" 
 
 
• Drowsiness. 
• Itching over the affected area. 
• Yellow discolouration of the skin. 
• Difficulty in swallowing. 
• Loss of appetite. 
• Lethargy and subjective vertigo. 
 
§ºòÐÁì ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
 “¦ÀüÈ¢Â¡öî ºÃ£ÃÁÐ ¦ÅspÈ¢ì ¸¡Ïõ 
  §ÀîÍò¾¾¡ý ¸õÁÄ¡ö ¾¡É¢ÕìÌõ 
 Òò¾¢Â¡ö Å¡÷ò¨¾ÂÐ ¦À¡Úì¸¢î ¦º¡øÖõ 
  À¢ÃÀÄó¾¡ý Á¢¸ô§Àrp ãîÍñ¼¡Ìõ 
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 ±ò¾¢Â¡öî º¸Ä¨ÃÔ§ÁÅø ¦¸¡ûÙõ 
  ®¨ÇÂ¢ÕÁø ãîÍì ¸¡¾¢¨Ãîºø 
 Óò¾¢Â¡ö §Á¡ðº ÅÆ¢ Ó¨È¨ÁÂ¡Ìõ 
Ó¾¢÷ §ºðÀì ¸ÃôÀ¡É¢ý ã÷ì¸ó¾¡§É" 
• Pale discoloration of the skin. 
• Hoarseness of voice, commanding others. 
• Cough. 
• Tinnitus in the ear. 
¸À¡Ä ¸ÃôÀ¡ý: 
 “¸¡½§Å ¸¡¦¾øÄ¡õ ¾¢É×ñ¼¡Ìõ 
  ¸ñ ¾¢ÉÅ¡õ ¸ñ¼ó¾¡ý ¸Ã¸ÃìÌõ 
 â½§Å ¸ñ½£Õõ À£¨ÇÔñ¼¡õ 
  §ÀîÍÁó¾ ãì¸¾É¢ø ¿£§ÃÀ¡Ôõ 
  
§¾¡½§Å º¢ÃÍ¾É¢ü ¦º¡Ã¢¾Öñ¼¡ü 
  ÐõÁø Á¢¸×ñ¼¡Fe; ÐÊìÌõ ¦¿üÈ¢ 
 ¬½§Å «ñ½¡ì¸¢ ÆÖñ¼¡Ìõ 
  «Æí¸¡¾ ¸À¡Ä ¸ÃôÀ¡ýÈý Ì½Á¡§Á" 
• Itching over the ear lobes and eye lids. 
• Excessive lacrimal secretion and plenorrhoea. 
• Running nose and sneezing. 
• Pain in the throat. 
• Itching over the head. 
¸ñ¼ì ¸ÃôÀ¡ý: 
 “¾Ç¢Ã¡¸î º¢Ã¦ÁíÌ Á¢¸ì ¸ÉòÐò 
  ¾¨Ä¸¡Ð Áñ¨¼¦ÂøÄ¡ó ¾ÊòÐ §¿¡Ìõ 
 ¿Ç¢Ã¡¸ ÅÕò¾¢ Å¢ìÌõ ¿¡ò¾ÊìÌõ 
  ¿ÄÁ¡É ¯¼õÒ¾É¢ü ¦º¡Ã¢ÔÁ¡Ìõ 
 ÌÇ¢Ã¡¸ì ÌÇ¢÷óÐ§Á ÁÂ¢÷ìÜîº¡Ìõ  
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  ÜôÀ¢ð¼¡ø Á¢¸ôÀÂìÌõ ÜÍí¸ñ¾¡ý 
 ¸Ç¢Ã¡¸ Óð§À¡Äì ¸ñ¼ó¾ýÉ¢ø 
  ¸Ã¸ÃìÌõ ¸ñ¼Á¡í ¸ÃôÀÉ¡§Á" 
• Headache 
• Swelling and pain in the head and ear 
• Hiccup and swollen tongue 
• Itching all over the body 
• Chillness with shivering 
• Glittering of vision 
• Roughness in the body 
twl;rpf; fug;ghd; 
 “¸ñ¼Á¡ö Á¢¸Å£íÌõ Ìò¾Öñ¼¡õ 
  ¸dÁ¡¸ ¯¼õ¦ÀíÌõ Á¢¸§Å °Úõ 
 Ðñ¼Á¡Ô¼y; À¨¾òÐî ¦º¡È¢¾Öñ¼¡õ 
  §º¡Õ§Á ¦Âó§¿Ãõ ÁÂì¸ò¾¡§Ä 
 Åñ¼¸ó¾¡É¢øÄ¡Á Ö¼õÒ ÅüÚõ 
  Á¡ÚÀ¡¼¡öô À¢¾üÈ¢ ÁÚÌõ Å¡÷ò¨¾ 
 À¢ñ¼Á¡ì¸¢ lóÐñÎ ÒÄ¡§Ä ¿¡Úõ 
  ¦ÀÕÅÈðº¢ ¸ÃôÀ¡ýÈý §ÀÃ¢¾¡§Á" 
• Puffiness of face with deep seating pain. 
• Swelling and pain over the affected area. 
• Itching all over the body. 
• Disoriented words, Foul smell in the body. 
jpkph;thjf; fug;ghd; 
 “Åñ¨ÁÂ¡ Ôð¸¡÷óÐ ±ØõÒõ §À¡Ð 
  ÅÕj;¾Á¡ö ¸¡ø¨¸¸Ç¢ Ä¢ÎôÒî ºóÐ 
 ¾¢ñ¨ÁÂ¡öò ¾¢Á¢÷òÐ§Á ¸ÃÎ ¸ðÎõ 
  ¦ºÂÄÆ¢óÐ Å£í¸¢NÂ ¦ÅÊòÐô Òñ½¡Ìõ 
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 ¾ý¨ÁÂ¡öî º¼¦ÁíÌ Ó¾Ä¡Ìõ 
  ¾ñ½£÷¾¡ý Á¢¸ò¾ÎòÐò ¾É¢î ÝÎñ¼¡õ 
 ¯ñ¨ÁÂ¡ö §ÁÉ¢¦ÂíÌõ ¯¨Çî ºÖñ¼¡õ 
  ¯¾Ú§Á ¾¢Á¢Ã¢Å¡¾ì ¸ÃôÀ¡Û§Á" 
• Pain in the knee, elbow, wrist, hip, shoulder and fingers during sitting 
and standing. 
• Swelling of the joints which burst to form ulcers. 
• Pain all over the body, Lethargy. 
Prognosis of Karappan (º¡ò¾¢Âõ - «º¡ò¾¢Âõ) 
  
“ã÷ì¸Á¡õ º¡ò¾¢Âò¨¾ ¦Á¡Æ¢Âì §¸Ç¡ö 
  ¦Á¡Æ¢¸¢ýÈ Å¡¾ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý Èý§É¡Î 
 °÷ì¸Á¡õ À¢ò¾ ¸ÃôÀ¡ÛÁ¡ Ìõ 
  ¯Â÷¸¢ýÈ ÅÈðº¢Â¡í ¸À¡Äì ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
 ¾÷ì¸Á¡ apÐ¿¡Öï º¡ò¾¢ÂÁ¡õ  
  ¾Ùì¸¡É ¾¢Á¢÷Å¡¾ì ¸ÃôÀ¡ý ¸ñ¼õ 
 ¿£÷ì¸Á¡ï §ºðÀ ¸ÃôÀ¡ýÈý §É¡Î 
  ¦ºôÀ¢Â§¾¡÷ þÐ ãýÚõ «º¡ò¾¢ÂÁ¡§Á" 
     - ä¸¢ ¨Åò¾¢Â º¢ó¾¡Á½¢ 
º¡ò¾¢Âõ 
1. Å¡¾ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
2. À¢ò¾ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
3. ÅÈðº¢ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
4. ¸À¡Ä ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
«º¡ò¾¢Âõ 
1. ¾¢Á¢÷Å¡¾ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
2. ¸ñ¼ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
3. §ºòÐÁ ¸ÃôÀ¡ý 
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gpzpawp Kiwik 
‘gpzpawp Kiwik” vd;gJ cliyg; gw;wpa Nehiaj; njhpe;J 
nfhs;Sfpw xOf;fk; vdg;gLk;.  
1. nghwpahw;NwHjy;  
2. Gydhywpjy;  
3. tpdhjy;  
1. nghwp 
 %f;F> tha;> fz;> Njhy;> nka;> nrtp vd Itifg;gLk;. 
2. Gyd; 
 ehw;wk; (kzk;)> Rit> xsp> CW> Xir vd Itifg;gLk;. 
3. tpdhjy;  
gpzpAw;wtiug; gw;wp mwpa Ntz;batw;iw gpzpahspiaf; 
nfhz;Nlh my;yJ mtu; Rw;wj;jhiuf; nfhz;Nlh mwpe;J gpzpiaf; 
fzpj;jiyf; Fwpf;Fk;. 
vz;tifj; NjHT 
 ‘ehbg;ghprk; ehepwk; nkhoptpop 
  kyk; %j;jpukpit kUj;jtuhAjk;” 
- Neha; ehly; Neha; Kjy; ehly; (Kjy; ghfk;) 
vz;tifj; NjHTfshdit kUj;JtH gpzpia fzpj;jwpa cjTk; 
fUtpfshFk;. 
‘ePba tpopapdhYk; epd;w ehf;Fwpg;gpdhYk;  
  thba NkdpapdhYk; kynkhL ePhpdhYk; 
$ba tpahjp jd;idr;Rfk; ngw mwpe;J nrhy;Ny” 
-mfj;jpaH itj;jpa ty;yhjp 600 
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vz;tifj; NjHTfs; 
 
1. ehb 
2. ];ghprk; 
3. eh 
4. epwk; 
5. nkhop 
6. tpop 
7. kyk; 
8. %j;jpuk; 
1. ehb (Pulse) 
vz;tifj; NjHTfspy; kpf El;gKk;> Kf;fpaKk; tha;e;jJ. 
ehb vd;why; clypy; capH jhpj;jpUg;gjw;Ff; fhuzkhd rf;jp vd;;W 
$wg;gLfpwJ. 
jr ehbfspy; Kf;fpakhdit ,lfiy> gpq;fiy>RopKid.  ,it 
%d;Wk; KiwNa mghdd;> gpuhzd;> rkhdd; vd;w thAf;fspd; 
$l;Lwthy; njhopy; GhpAk; NghJ capHj;jhJ Njhd;WfpwJ. 
,lfiy +  mghdd;  = thjk; (thAtpd; $W) 
gpq;fiy +  gpuhzd;  = gpj;jk; (NjAtpd; $W) 
RopKid +  rkhdd;  = fgk; (mg;Gtpd; $W) 
¿¡Ê À¡÷ìÌõ Å¢¾õ: (Method  of Pulse reading) 
 “¸Ã¢Ó¸ÉÊ¨Â Å¡úò¾¢ì 
  ¨¸¾É¢ø ¿¡Ê À¡÷ì¸¢ø 
 ¦ÀÕÅ¢ÃÄí ÌÄò¾¢ø 
  À¢Êò¾Ê ¿Î§Å ¦¾¡ð¼¡ø 
 ´ÕÅ¢Ã §Ä¡Êø Å¡¾õ 
  ¯Â÷ ¿ÎÅ¢ÃÄ¢ü À¢ò¾õ 
 ¾¢ÕÅ¢Ãø ãýÈ¢§Ä¡Êø 
  º¢§ÄòÐÁ ¿¡Ê ¾¡§É" 
    - «¸ò¾¢Â÷ ¿¡Ê áø 
ehb ngz;fSf;F ,lf;ifapYk;> Mz;fSf;F tyf;ifapYk; ghh;f;f 
Ntz;Lk;. ngz;fSf;F ehgpf;$h;kk; Nky;Nehf;fpAk; Mz;fSf;F 
fPo;Nehf;fpAk; ,Ug;gNj fhuzk;. 
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¿¡Ê À¡÷ìÌÁ¢¼í¸û: (Location of pulses) 
 “¾¡ÐÓ¨È§¸û ¾É¢ò¾Ì¾¢î ºó¾¢§¾¡Î 
  µÐÚ ¸¡Á¢Â Óó¾¢ ¦¿Î Á¡÷Ò 
¸¡Ð ¦¿ÎãìÌì ¸ñ¼õ ¸Ãõ ÒÕÅõ 
  §À¡ÐÚÓîº¢ Ò¸ú ÀòÐõ À¡÷ò¾¢§¼ ”  
     - ¾¢ÕãÄ÷ ¿¡Ê áø 
§ÁüÜÈ¢Â þ¼í¸Ç¢ø ¿¡Ê À¡÷ì¸ôÀÊÛõ À¢ÃõÁÓÉ¢ ÜüÚôÀÊ 
¸Ãò¾¢ø ¿¡Ê À¡÷ôÀÐ º¢Èó¾Ð. 
 “§À÷ó¾¢¼§Å º¸ÄÕìÌí ¸Ãò¾¢É¡Ê 
   §Àº¢É¡÷ À¢ÃõÁÓÉ¢ §Àº¢É¡§Ã"  
khj;jpiuasT (Rhythm of pulse) 
 ‘nka;asT thjnkhd;W 
  Nky;gpj;j Nkhuiuahk; 
  Iaq;fhnyd;Nw mwp” 
thjk;> gpj;jk;> fgk; %d;Wk; 1:½:¼  vd;w khj;jpiuastpy; Njfk; 
ed;dpiyapypUg;gijr; rpj;jHfs; fzf;fpl;bUf;fpwhHfs; 
thj fug;ghd; Nehapy; Ma;thsuhy; Kad;w mstpy; ghpNrhjpj;J 
mwpag;gl;l ehb 
• thjgpj;j ehb 
• thjfg ehb 
2. ];ghprk; (Tactile) 
thj fug;ghd; Neha; ghjpf;fg;gl;l ,lj;jpy;  FU> nfhg;Gsk;> Gz;> 
jbg;G> nrjpy; Nghd;w Rug;G> typ; fhzg;gl;lJ. 
3. eh (Tongue) 
thj fug;ghdhy; ghjpf;fg;gl;l xU rpy  NehahsHf;F eh cyHe;J 
fhzg;gl;lJ. 
4. epwk; (Colour) 
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thj fug;ghdhy; ghjpf;fg;gl;l rpy gFjpfspy;  Njhy; rpte;Jk;> 
fWj;Jk; fhzg;gl;lJ. 
5. nkhop (Speech) 
cuj;j xyp> rk xyp> jho;e;j xyp> rpupj;jy;> gpjw;wy;> Fswy; 
Mfpatw;iw ftdpj;jwpjy; Ntz;Lk;. fug;;ghd; NehapdHf;F nkhopapy; 
vt;tpj mrhjhuz khWjy;fSk; fhzg;gltpy;iy. 
6. tpop (Eye) 
rpyUf;F tNahjpfj;jpd; fhuzkhf fz;Giu (Cataract) 
fhzg;gl;lJ. ,d;Dk; rpyUf;F fz;nzhpr;ry; ,Ue;jJ. 
7. kyk; (Stools) 
thjfug;ghd; gpzpahsH rpyUf;F kyr;rpf;fy; fhzg;gl;lJ. 
8. %j;jpuk; (Urine) 
m) ePHf;Fwp 
 ‘te;j ePHf;fhpvil kzk; EiuvQ;rnyd; 
  iwe;jpaYsit aiwFJ KiwNa” 
epwk;> kzk;> Eiu> vil> vQ;ry; vd;Dk; Ie;J ,ay;fspy; 
ghpN;rhjpj;J mwpa Ntz;Lk;. 
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M) nea;f;Fwp 
 ‘mUe;Jkh wpujKk; mtpNuh jkjha; 
m/fy; myHjy; mfhyT+z; jtpHj;jow; 
Fw;ws tUe;jp cwq;fp itfiw 
Mbf;fyrj; jhtpNafhJ nga; 
njhUK$Hj;jf; fiyf;Fl;gL ePHpd; 
epwf;Fwp nea;f;Fwp epUkpj;jy; flNd ” 
- NjiuaH 
Nkw;$wpa tpjp nghUe;jpa rpWePhpy; xU Jsp vz;nzia rpjwhky; 
tpl;L mJ  guTfpd;w tpjj;ij njhpeJ nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;.  
thjePH: 
 ‘muntd ePz;bd/Nj thjk;” 
vz;nza;j;Jsp ghk;igg; Nghy; gutpdhy; mJ thjePH. 
gpj;jePH: 
 ‘Mop Nghw;gutpd; m/Nj gpj;jk;” 
vz;nza;j;Jsp Nkhjpuk; Nghy; ,iltpl;Lg; gutpdhy; me;ePH 
gpj;jePH. 
fgePH: 
 ‘Kj;njhj;J epw;fpd; nkhoptnjd; fgNk” 
vz;nza;j;Jsp tpl;lJ tpl;lthNw rpwpJk; guthky; Kj;Jg;Nghy; 
epw;Fkhdhy; me;ePH Ia ePH. 
 thj fug;ghd; Nehapy;  fgePH fhzg;gLfpwJ.  
Kf;Fw;w ePH: 
‘mOe;J nea;f;Fwp mJTKk;kyj;jpy;” 
ePhpy; vz;nza;Jsp mOe;jpdhy; mJ  Kf;Fw;w ePu;;.  
jdpj;jdpAz;lhd nea;f;Fwpfnsy;yhk; xd;wplj;jpNyNa 
fhzg;gLtJ Kf;Fw;w ePH. 
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gpw ghpNrhjid Kiwfs;:  
(Other Diagnostic Parameters)  
1. capHj;jhJf;fs;  
2. VO clw;fl;Lfs; 
3. QhNde;jphpaq;fs;  
4. fd;Nke;jphpaq;fs; 
5. Itif jpiz 
6. gUtfhyq;fs; 
7. cly; td;ik 
1. capHj;jhJf;fs; 
‘Kg;gpzp kUtp KdpT nfhs; Fwpg;igj; jg;gh 
jwpAk; jd;ikAk; thj gpj;j itak; gphpitA 
kitehk; Vwpapwq;fp ,ize;J fye;J khwp  
khwp tUk; nra;ifahw; gpzp Neh;ikawpe;J 
ePl;L kUe;Nj rPhpajhnkdr; nrg;Gth; rpj;jNu 
      - rpfpr;rhuj;d jPgk; 
1. thjk; 
thjk; vd;gJ thA> thA vd;gJ capiuf; Fwpg;gJ ,J Bios - [Ptd; 
vd;w yj;jPd; nkhopf;F xg;ghdJ. 
 jphpNjh\q;fspy; thjNk Kjd;ikahdJ. 
thOkplk; 
mghdd;> kyk;> ,lfiy> ce;jpapd; fPo; %yk;> fhkf;nfhb> ,Lg;G 
vYk;G> Njhy;> euk;Gf; $l;lk;> fPy;fs;> kapHf;fhy;fs;> Cd;;. 
thjj;jpd; gphpTfs; (gj;J) 
1. gpuhzd; 
• %r;R tpLjy;> thq;Fjy; nra;Ak;. 
• Grpf;Fk; czTfis nrhpf;fg; gz;Zk;. 
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2. mghdd; 
• kyryj;ijf; fPNo js;Sk;> Mrdthiar; RUf;Fk; 
• md;drhuj;ij Nru Ntz;ba ,lq;fspy; NrHg;gpf;Fk; 
3. tpahdd; 
• mirAk; nghUs;> mirahg; nghUs; vd;Dk; ,uz;bYkpUe;J 
nfhz;L cWg;Gfis ePl;lTk;> klf;fTk; nra;J> ghprq;fisawpAk;. 
• cz;Zk; cztpd; rhuj;ij mt;tt;tplq;fspy; epug;;gpj;J cliyf; 
fhf;Fk;. 
4. cjhdd; 
• ,J cztpd; rhuj;NjhL $bapUe;J mij mq;fq;Nf 
epWj;JtNjhL mij ntspg;gLj;jpAk;> fyf;fpAk; tUjy; nra;Ak;. 
5. rkhdd; 
• kw;w thAf;fis kpQ;rnthl;lhky; klf;fpr; rhpg;gLj;jpr; Nrug; 
gz;Zk;. 
• mWRitfisAk;> md;dk;>jz;zPH Mfpatw;iwAk; rkg;gLj;jp 
clypnyy;yhk; NrUk;gb nra;Ak;. 
6. ehfd; 
• fz;fis ,ikf;Fk;gb nra;Ak;. kapHfis rpypHf;fg; gz;Zk;. 
7. $Hkd; 
• fz;fisj; jpwf;fTk;> %lTk; gz;Zk;. cyfg; nghUs;fs; 
ahtw;iwAk; fz;fSf;Ff; fhz;gpf;Fk;.  
• fz;fspd;Wk; ePiu tpog;gz;Zk; 
8. fpUfud; 
• ehtpw;frpitAk;> ehrpapw;frpitAk;> grpiaAk; cz;lhf;Fk;. 
• Jk;kiyAk;> ,UkiyAk; cz;lhf;Fk;. 
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9. Njtjj;jd; 
• Nrhk;giyAk;> maHr;rp> rz;il nfhs;sy;> jHf;fk; Ngry;> kpf;f 
Nfhgk; Mfpatw;iw cz;lhf;Fk;. 
10. jdQ;nrad; 
• fhjpy; fly; Nghypiujy>; ,we;Jtpbd; fhw;nwy;yhk; ntspg;gl;l 
gpd;dH %d;whtJ ehspy; jiy ntbj;jgpd; jhd; NghFk;. 
• thjfug;ghd; NehapdH rpyUf;F  gpuhzd;> mghdd;> tpahdd;> 
rkhdd;> $Hkd; ghjpg;gile;Js;sJ. 
2. gpj;jk; 
thOkplk; 
• gpq;fiy> gpuhzthA> ePHg;ig> %yhf;fpdp> ,Ujak;> jiy> nfhg;G+o;> 
,iug;ig> tpaHit> ehtpY}Wfpd;w ePH> nre;ePH> rhuk;> fz;> Njhy; 
,itfs; thOkplq;fshFk;. 
gpj;jk; Itifg;gLk; mitahtd 
1. mdw;gpj;jk; (Mf;fdy;) 
cz;l czTfis nrhpg;gpf;Fk;gb nra;Ak;. 
2. ,uQ;rfk; (tz;zvhp) 
,J nre;ePiu kpFjpg;gLj;Jk; gz;GilaJ. cztpypUe;J 
gphpe;Jz;lhd rhw;Wf;Fr; nre;epwj;ijj; jUfpwJ. 
3. rhjfk; (Mw;wyq;fp) 
,J mwpT> Gj;jp> gw;W ,tw;iwf; nfhz;L tpUg;gkhd njhopiyr; 
nra;J Kbf;Fk;. 
4. gpuhrfk; (xs;nshspj; jP) 
,J  NjhYf;F  xspiaj;  jUk;  gz;GilaJ.   thjfug;ghd; NehapdH      
mid tUf;Fk; gpuhrfk; ghjpf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ 
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5. MNyhrfk; (Nehf;foy;) 
,J fz;fSf;Fg; nghUs;fisj; njhptpf;Fk; gz;GilaJ. 
thjfug;ghd; Nehapdh; rpyUf;F mdw;gpj;jk;> ,uQ;rfk;> gpuhrfk;> 
MNyhrfk; ghjpg;gile;Js;sJ. 
3. Iak; 
thOkplk; 
rkhdthA> ROKid> ntz;zPH> jiy> Mf;fpid> ehf;F> 
cz;zhf;F> nfhOg;G> kr;ir> FUjp> %f;F> khHG> euk;G> vYk;G> %is> 
ngUq;Fly;> fz;> fPy;fs; ,itfshFk;. 
Iak; Ie;J tifg;gLk; mitahtd 
1. mtyk;gfk; (mspiaak;) 
,J EiuaPuypypUe;J nfhz;L jkufj;jpw;F mbg;gilahapUf;fpd;wJ. 
kw;w ehd;F Iaq;fl;F gw;Wf; NfhlhapUf;fpd;wJ. 
2. fpNyjfk; (ePHg;gpiaak;) 
,J ,iug;igapypUe;J nfhz;L czTg; nghUs;> ePH 
Kjypaitfis <ug;gLj;jp nkj;njdr; nra;Ak;. 
3. Nghjfk; (Ritfhizak;) 
,J ehtpypUe;J nfhz;L cz;Zfpw nghUl;fspd; Ritfis 
mwpag;gz;Zk;. 
4. jw;gfk; (epiwitak;) 
,J jiyapdpd;W fz;fSf;Ff; FspHr;rpiaj; jUk;. 
5. re;jpfk; (xd;wpiaak;) 
,J G+l;Lfspy; epd;W> vy;yhf; fPy;fisAk; xd;Nwhnlhd;W 
nghUj;jpj; jsur; nra;J nfhz;bUf;Fk;.  
thjfug;ghd; Nehapdh; rpyUf;F mtyk;gfk;> fpNyjfk;> re;jpfk;  
ghjpg;gile;Js;sJ. 
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Kf;Fw;wq;fspd; kpF Fzk; - Fiw Fzk; 
Fzk; thjk; gpj;jk; fgk; 
kpF Fzk; cly; ,isj;jy;> 
#lhd nghUs;fspy; 
tpUg;gk;> cly; 
eLq;fy;> tapW 
cg;gy;> kyf;fl;L> 
cly; td;ik 
Fiwjy;> J}f;fk; 
nfly;> 
Ik;nghwpfspd; 
td;ik nfly;> 
tha;gpjw;wy;> jiy 
Row;wy;> 
Cf;fkpd;ik. 
fz;> kyk;> rpWePH> 
Njhy; ,itfs; 
kQ;rspj;jy;> grp> 
ePH Ntl;if 
kpFjpg;gly;> cly; 
KOtJk; 
vhpr;rYz;lhjy; 
Fiwe;j J}f;fk;. 
mf;fpdp 
ke;jg;gly;> tha; 
eP&wy;> Cf;fk; 
Fiwjy;> cly; 
fdkhf 
Njhd;WtJld; 
ntz;zpwj;ijAk;> 
FspHr;rpiaAk; 
miljy;> cly; 
Kw;Wk; cs;s 
fl;Lfs; jsuy; 
,iug;G> cg;gprk;> 
,Uky;> kpFJ}f;fk; 
,it cz;lhjy;. 
Fiw 
Fzk; 
cly; Nehjy;> jho;e;j 
Fuy;> njhopy; 
Fd;wy;> mwpT 
kq;fy;> 
%Hr;irAz;lhjy;> 
Ia tsHr;rpapy; 
fhZk; 
gpzpAz;lhjy; 
ke;jhf;fpdp> 
FspHr;rp> 
epwf;FiwT> 
,aw;if Ia 
tsHr;rpf;Ff; 
NfLz;lhjy; 
jiy Row;wy;> 
fPy;fspy; gir 
Kw;Wk; ePq;fp mit 
jsHr;rpailjy;> 
Iak; 
thOkplq;fspy; 
Iak; Fiwjy;> 
tpaHit ngUfy;> 
jkufj;jpy; 
glglj;j xyp. 
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Kf;Fw;wj;jpw;Fk; mWRitf;Fk; cs;s njhlHG: 
thpir vz; Fw;wk; kpFjpg;gLj;Jk; Ritfs;
rkdk; nra;Ak; 
Ritfs; 
1. thjk; (thA + Mfhak;) fhHg;G> ifg;G> JtHg;G ,dpg;G> Gspg;G> cg;G 
2. gpj;jk; (jP) Gspg;G> fhHg;G> cg;G JtHg;G> ,dpg;G> ifg;G
3. fgk; (kz; + ePH) ,dpg;G> Gspg;G> cg;G fhHg;G> JtHg;G> ifg;G
 
Rit> gQ;rG+jk; Kf;Fw;wk; ,itfSf;fpilNa cs;s njhlHG: 
thpir vz; Rit gQ;rG+jk; Kf;Fw;wk;
1 ,dpg;G gpUjptp + mg;G 
fgk; ↑>thjk; (-)↓> 
 gpj;jk; (-) ↓ 
2 Gspg;G gpUjptp + NjA 
fgk; ↑>gpj;jk; ↑> 
thjk; (-)↓ 
3 cg;G mg;G + NjA 
fgk; ↑>gpj;jk;↑> 
thjk; (-)↓ 
4 ifg;G thA + Mfhak; 
thjk; ↑>fgk; (-)↓> 
gpj;jk; (-)↓ 
5 fhHg;G thA + NjA 
thjk; ↑>gpj;jk; ↑ > 
fgk; (-)↓ 
6 JtHg;G gpUjptp + thA 
thjk; ↑>fgk; ↑> 
gpj;jk; (-)↓ 
 
↑ - tsHr;rp> (-) rkg;gLjy; 
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VO clw;fl;Lfs; 
 ‘,urk; cjpuk; ,iwr;rp Njhy; Nkij  
  kUtpa tj;jp thOk; nkhU kr;ir 
 gutpa Rf;fpyk; ghohk; cghjp 
  cUgk yhDly; xd;n;wdyhNk” 
     - jpU%yh; jpUke;jpuk; 
1. rhuk; (Chyle) 
cliyAk;> kdijAk; Cf;fKwr; nra;tJ. 
2. nre;ePH (Blood) 
mwpT> td;ik> xsp> nrUf;F> xyp ,itfis epiyf;fr; nra;tJ. 
3. Cd; (Muscle) 
clypd; cUtj;ij mjd; njhopw;fpzq;f mikj;jYk; vd;ig 
tsH;j;jYk;. 
4. nfhOg;G (Fat) 
xt;NthH cWg;Gk; jj;jk; nraiy ,aw;Wk; nghOJ fbdkpd;wp 
,aq;f mtw;wpw;F nea;g;Gg;gir jUtJ. 
5. vYk;G (Bone) 
cliy xOq;Fgl epWj;jp itj;jy;. Nkd;ikahd cWg;Gfis 
ghJfhj;jy;. 
6. %is (Bone Marrow) 
vd;Gf;Fs; epiwe;J mitfSf;F td;ikAk;> nkd;ikAk; jUtJ. 
7. ntz;zPH (Sperm) 
jd;idnahj;j cUtg; ngUf;fj;jpw;F ,lkhfpa fUj;Njhw;wj;jpw;F 
fhuzkhf ,Ug;gJ .  
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VO clw;fl;Lfspd; kpFFzk; FiwFzk;  
1. rhuk; kpF Fzk;- Ia tsh;r;rpahy; clypw; fhZk; nfl;lgz;Gfs; 
vy;yhk; Njhw;Wtpf;Fk;. mit grpj;jP Fiwjy;> Kjyhdit. 
    rhuk; Fiw Fzk;- Njhy; RuRug;giljy;> nka;tUj;jk> ,isg;G> 
     thl;lk;> Ngnuhyp Nfl;fg; nghwhik.       
2. nre;ePh;-kpF Fzk;- GUtk;> cr;rp> fOj;J> khh;G> njhg;G+o;> cjL> 
mz;lk;> Koq;fhy;> fZf;fhy;> ,Lg;G> fhw;ngUtpuy;> Rl;Ltpuy;> 
Njhypd; cl;Gwk;> ntspg;Gwk; nfhg;Gsq;fSz;lhjy;. ,lg;ghl;Buy; 
tPf;fk;> fl;bfs;> #iy> grpapd;ik (mf;fpdpke;jk;)> FUjptsp 
(,uj;jthjk;)> FUjpr;rpWePh; (,uj;j %j;jpuk;)> kpfr;rpte;j fz;> 
rpte;j epwj;Njhy;> ngUNeha;> fhkhiy> gapj;jpak; Mfpa ,it 
cz;lhFk;. 
nre;ePh;- Fiw Fzk; - Gspg;Gq; Fsph;r;rpAKs;s nghUs;fspy; tpUg;G> 
euk;Gj; jsh;r;rp> twl;rp> clypy; epwk; Fiwjy; Mfpad Njhd;Wk;. 
3. Cd; kpF Fzk;- fz;lkhiy> fpue;jp ,itAz;lhjy;> fd;dk;> 
tapW> njhil> Mz;Fwp ,t;tplq;fspy; fz;L fz;lhff; fl;Ljy;> 
mj;Jld; fOj;J Kjypa ,lq;fspy; Cd; mjpfhpj;jY Kz;lhFk;. 
   Cd; Fiw Fzk;- Ik;nghwpfl;Fr; Nrhh;T> fPy;fspy; NehAz;lhjy;> 
       jhilAk;> gpl;lKk;> Mz; FwpAk;> njhilAk; RUq;fy; Mfpad 
      cz;lhFk;.  
4. nfhOg;G kpF Fzk;- Cz; kpFjpahy; NehpLk; gpzpfSk;;: fisg;Gk;> 
mw;g ciog;gpYk; ngU %r;R> gpl;lk;> Fwpfs;> khh;G> tapW> njhil 
,itfspy; njhq;Fk;> CDk; ngUFk;.  
nfhOg;G Fiw Fzk;- ,Lg;G td;ikapd;wp typAWj;jYk;  
,lg;ghl;Buy; tsh;r;rpAk;> clypisj;jY Kz;lhFk;. 
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5. vd;G kpF Fzk;- vd;GfSk; gw;fSk; kpFjpg;gLk;. 
vd;G Fiw Fzk;- vd;G re;Jfspy; NehTk; gw;fs; foyYk;> 
efq;fSk; kaph;fSk; ntbj;jYk;> cjph;j;jYk; ngWk;. 
6. %is kpF Fzk;- cly; ghhpj;jy;> fz;fdj;jy;> if fhy;fspYs;s 
tpuw;fZf;fspd; mb gUj;jy;> rpWePh; Fiwe;J Nghjy;> mhpjpy; jPUk; 
Gz; ,itAz;lhFk;. 
%is Fiw Fzk;- vd;Gfspy; njhistpOjYk;> jpifj;jYk;> 
fz;fspy; ,Us; fk;kYk; cz;lhFk;. 
7. ntz;zPh; kpF Fzk;- ngz;fsplj;jpy; fhjy; kpFjYk;> fy;yilg;G 
NehAz;lhFjYkhk;. 
ntz;zPh; Fiw Fzk;-  Gzh;r;rpapy; ntz;zPUk; RNuhzpjKk; 
nghWj;Jg; nghWj;Jj; Jspj; Jspaha; tpOjy; my;yJ nre;ePh; 
ntspg;gly;> tpijapy; Fj;jYld; typ> Fwpapy; mow;rp kpFjpg;gl;L 
mJ fWj;jy; Mfpa ,itAz;lhFk;.    
thjfug;ghd; Nehapy;  rhuk;> nre;ePH> Cd;> nfhOg;G 
ghjpf;fg;gLfpwJ. 
VO clw;fl;Lfs;> Kf;Fw;wk;> gQ;rG+jk; ,tw;wpw;fpilNa cs;s 
njhlHG 
thpir vz; Fw;wk; jhJ gQ;rG+jk; 
1 thjk; vd;G ePH + kz; 
2 gpj;jk; rhuk;> nre;ePH> Cd; ePH + Mfhak;> kz ;+ePH> ePH + jP
3 fgk; 
nfhOg;G> %is> 
Rf;fpyk; /RNuhzpjk; 
kz; + kz;> ePH + thA 
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QhNde;jphpak; 
1. nka; 
tspapdplkhf epd;W clypy; nghUe;jp  czh;it mwpAk;. 
2. tha; 
Gdypdplkhf epd;W ehtpy; nghUe;jp Ritia mwpAk;. 
3. nrtp 
tpRk;gpdplkhf epd;W nrtpapy;; nghUe;jp xypia mwpAk;. 
4. fz; 
mdypdplkhf epd;W fz;zpy; nghUe;jp cUtj;ij mwpAk;. 
5. %f;F 
gpUjptpapdplkhf epd;W %f;fpy; nghUe;jp thridia mwpAk;. 
thjfug;ghd; Nehapdh;f;F nka; > fz; ghjpf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. 
fd;Nke;jphpaq;fs; 
tha;  - tpRk;gplkha; epd;W trdpf;Fk; 
fhy;  - thAtpdplkha; epd;W elf;Fk; 
if  - mdyplkha; epd;W ,LjYk;>  Vw;wYk; nra;Ak; 
vUtha; - mg;Gtpdplkha; epd;W kyj;ijf; fopf;Fk; 
fUtha; - gpUjptpapdplkha; epw;Fk; 
 thjfug;ghd; Nehapy; if> fhy;>  vUtha; ghjpf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. 
fhy xOf;fk; 
gd;dpuz;L jpq;fs; nfhz;l XH Mz;il MW gphpTfshf gphpf;f 
,uz;L jpq;fisf; nfhz;l xt;nthU gphpTk; fhyk; vdg;gLk;. 
mf;fhyq;fspy; epfOk; khWjYf;Fj; jf;fthW Neha; tuhkypUf;f rpy 
xOf;f tpjpfis rpj;jHfs; $wpAs;sdh;. mJNt ‘fhy xOf;fk;” 
vdg;gLk;. 
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thpir vz; fhyk; Fw;wk; Rit
1 
fhHfhyk;
Mtzp> Gul;lhrp> 
(Mf];l; 16 - mf;NlhgH 15) 
thjk;> gpj;jk;
,dpg;G> Gspg;G> 
cg;G 
2 
$jpH fhyk;
Ig;grp> fhHj;jpif 
(mf;NlhgH 16 - brk;gH 15) 
thjk;> gpj;jk;
,dpg;G> ifg;G> 
JtHg;G 
3 
Kd;gdp fhyk;
khHfop> ij 
(brk;gH 16 - gpg;uthp 15) 
gpj;jk; 
,dpg;G> Gspg;G> 
cg;G 
4 
gpd;gdp fhyk;
khrp> gq;Fdp 
(gpg;uthp 16 - Vg;uy; 15) 
fgk; 
,dpg;G> Gspg;G> 
JtHg;G 
5 
,sNtdpy; fhyk;
rpj;jpiu> itfhrp 
(Vg;uy; 16 - [_d; 15) 
fgk; 
ifg;G>
fhHg;G> 
JtHg;G 
6 
KJNtdpy; fhyk;
Mdp> Mb 
([_d; 16 - Mf];l15;) 
thjk;> 
fgk; 
,dpg;G 
jpiz 
FwpQ;rp (Hill area) - kiyAk; kiyrhh;e;j ,lKk; 
Ky;iy (Forest area) - fhLk; fhLrhh;e;j ,lKk; 
kUjk; (Fertile land) - taYk; tay; rhh;e;j ,lKk; 
nea;jy; (Coastal area) - flYk; fly;rhh;e;j ,lKk; 
ghiy  (Desert land) - kzYk;> kzy; rhh;e;j ,lKk; 
thj fug;ghd; Nehapdh; ngUk;ghyhNdhh; kUj epyj;jpdh;. 
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cly; td;ik 
1. ,aw;if td;ik 
,J rj;Jt>  uN[h> jNkh Fzq;fspdpd;Wk; ,aw;ifahfNt 
cz;lhtJ 
2. nraw;if td;ik 
cliy mjd; Fzj; jd;ikf;F chpa czthjp nray;fshYk;>  
clw;fl;Lfspd; td;ik nflhtz;zk; epiy epWj;jf;$ba 
kUe;JfshYk;>  fhj;Jf; nfhs;tjhy; cz;lhtJ.   
3. fhy td;ik 
,J tajhYk; >  ,sNtdpy; Kjypa ngUk;nghOjhYk; cz;lhtJ. 
cly; td;ik ghjpf;fg;gLk; NghJ thj fug;ghd; Neha; cz;lhfpwJ. 
Kf;Fw;w NtWghLfs; 
 ‘kpfpDq; FiwapDk; Neha; nra;Ak; E}NyhH 
 tsp Kjyh vz;zpa %d;W” 
- jpUf;Fws; 
#f;Fk rhPuq;fshfpa rg;j jhJf;fSk; tsp> moy;> Iakhfpa 
Kf;Fw;wq;fSk; jj;jk; ,aw;if jd;ikapd;Wk; NtWgLk; epiy Neha; 
vdg;gLk;. 
czT Kiw> gof;ftof;fq;fs;> fhykhWghLfshy;> thjk;> gpj;jk;> 
fgk; %d;W jhJf;fSk; jd;dpiy gpwo;e;J Nehia cz;lhf;FfpwJ.  
thj fug;ghd; Nehapy; jd;tpid> gpwtpidfspd; gadhfj; 
J}z;lg;gl;l Iaf;Fw;wkhdJ> tsp moy; Jiz nfhz;L Fwp Fzq;fis 
cz;lhf;FfpwJ.  
 
‘jhdKs;s Nrj;J ke;jhdpsfpy; ntg;G 
 -------------------------------------------------------- 
 apUj;Nuhfq; fug;ghd; tpuz Njhlk;” 
thj kpFjpAld; c\;zk; NrHtjhYk; cz;lhfpwJ. 
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‘rpwg;ghd thjj;jpYl;bze;jhNd 
------------------------------------------- 
gpwg;ghL kjfupePH fug;ghd; uj;jk;” 
- rjf ehb 
gpzp ePf;fk; 
gpzp ,Utifg;gLk;.  
 1. Kf;Fw;wq;fspd; Ntw;Wikahy;  clw;gpzpnad;Wk;  
2. Kf;Fzq;fspd; Ntw;Wikahy; csg;gpzpnad;Wk; ,Utifg;gLk;. 
kUj;Jtk; vd;gJ gpzpia ePf;FtJld; gpzp tuhky; fhf;fTk; top 
tFf;f Ntz;Lk;.  mjhtJ> 
fhg;G  - Prevention 
ePf;fk;  - Treatment 
epiwT - Restoration 
 
fhg;G (Prevention) 
Nehapdpd;W clypidf; fhf;f rpj;jHfs; $wpa ehs; xOf;fk;> fhy 
xOf;fk; >  gpzpaZfh tpjpfis filg;gpbf;f mwpTWj;j Ntz;Lk;. 
Nfhgk;> Jf;fk;> kd mOj;jk; ,tw;wpypUe;J tpLgl %r;Rg; gapw;rp> 
Mrdq;fis nra;a mwpTWj;j Ntz;Lk;. 
thj> gpj;j> fg NjfpfSf;Fj; jf;fthW czTtiffis rhg;gpl 
mwpTWj;j Ntz;Lk;.  
ePf;fk; (Treatment) 
• fd;kePf;fk;  
• tpNurdk; 
• cs;kUe;J  
• ntspkUe;J 
• gj;jpak; kw;Wk; czTKiwfs; 
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• gpuhzhahkk; kw;Wk; Mrdq;fs; 
fd;k ePf;fk; 
 ‘cz;iknad;w fug;gndhL tz;Lfb Fl;l 
  KyfpYs;Nshh;f; fpJte;j Tz;ikNfS 
 .................................................................................. 
 thwhd ePh;tplk;Nghy; te;j Njhl 
  khw;wnthU epth;j;jp nrhy;Ntd; kUtpf;NfS 
$whd fzgjpf;F new;nghhp atYq; 
  nfhl;ilnad;w Njq;fha;jhd; gj;JE}W 
 tPwhd apsePUk; gj;J E}W 
  nts;spnad;w fpoikapNy goe;jhd;E}W 
 rhwhd tpsePhpy; Kg;goKk; gpire;J 
  rz;Kfdhh; jikaDf;fgp NlfQ; nra;Na” 
 
 ‘nra;jgpd;G Njq;fhianaLj;Jr; R+iw 
  rpjwNt cilj;jpLth ahap ue;jhd; 
 nfha;jpkyh; rpuRjdpw; nghjpAq; nfhl;bf; 
  $l;bnay;yhk; thjpNa nfhs;is nad;W 
 
 igay;fSf; fPe;jhf;fhw; ghte; jPUk; 
  gjpthfj; J}gKld; jPgq; fhl;L 
 va;jnjhU fd;kj;ij epth;j;jp nra;jh 
  ypLkUe;J nrhy;YfpNw dpjkha;f; NfNs” 
      - mfj;jpah; fd;k fhz;lk;. 
tpNurdk;  
jd;dpiy gpwo;e;j Fw;wq;fisj; jd;dpiyg;gLj;j fopr;ry; kUe;J 
toq;f Ntz;Lk;. 
‘thj kyhJ Nkdp nflhJ” 
‘tpNurdj;jhy; thje;jhOk;” 
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nts;is vz;nza; 10 kpy;yp ypl;lh; fhiy ntWk; tapw;wpy; 
nte;ePhpy; nfhLf;f Ntz;Lk;.  
cs; kUe;J 
thj fug;ghd; #uzk; = 1 fpuhk; %d;WNtis – nty;yj;jpy; 
(Nehapd; jd;ikf;Fj; jf;fthW) 
ntsp kUe;J  
thj fug;ghDf;F Mkzf;nfz;nza; 
gj;jpak; kw;Wk; czT Kiw 
‘gj;jpaj;ij NehiaaD ghdj;ij yq;fzj;ijg; 
gj;jpaj;ij Kd;kUtd; gz;zypw;nfhs; - gj;jpaj;ij  
Vfkh ahHj;jhY Nkwhr; nrtptopNghNdha; 
Vfkh ahHj;jhY nka;” 
- Njud; akf ntz;gh 
• fug;ghd; Nehapid cz;lhf;ff;$ba kw;Wk; 
mjpfg;gLj;jf;$ba czT tiffis ePf;f Ntz;Lk;. 
mitahtd 
Nrhsk; - Sorghum Vulgare 
‘Nrhsnkdg; NghH gilj;j NrhWfspdhYk; clypy;  
kPshr; nrhwprpuq;F tpHj;jpahFk; ehSq; 
fug;ghDk; cz;lhk; fdkUe;Jk; ghohk; 
gug;gida fz;khNj! ghH” 
nfhs; - Dolichos Biflours 
‘Fly;thjq; Fd;kKz;lhq; nfhs;kUe;Njh ehrk; 
  mlNyW gpj;jkpf MFq; - fLfLj;j 
 thj ePNuw;wnkhL kd;DFspH fha;r;rYk;NghQ; 
  rhjp eWq; nfhs;Sf;Fj; jhd;” 
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ghfy; - Memoridica Charantia 
 ‘kUe;Jfspd; ew;Fzj;ij khw;Wk; m/jd;Nwh 
  jpUe;jtyp thjj;ijr; NrHf;Fk; - nghUe;Jgpj;jq; 
 $l;Lkjp gj;jpaj;ijr; nfhz;bUf;Fk; td;fug;ghd; 
  fhl;Lf; nfhk;Gg;; ghfw; fha;” 
  
‘gpj;jnkhL thjg; ngUf;if kpf cz;lhf;Fe; 
  je;J fug;ghidj; jUtpf;Fk; - gw;wp uj 
  jhu ghlhze; jik Kwpf;Fe;j jg;ghJ 
  fhuty;ypahk; ghfw;fha;” 
rpy kPd; tiffisAk; ePf;f Ntz;Lk;. 
 ‘kapwp Fwit tuhy; Njsp 
  kw;Wk; Fwit eha;f; nfspW 
 mapiu rd;id gj;jpakhk; 
  Mfh kPd;fs; ,dpf;NfSk; 
 caUk; this ,why; $dp 
  Xq;F nfspW tpyhq;F nfz;il 
 faNyhbitfs; Mfhthq; 
  fhuhH FoNy fz;LiuNa” 
nfha;ah - Psidium Guajava 
 ‘jphpNjh\k; nrd;dpj; jpUg;g kNuhrp 
  ngUke;jk; the;jp nghUky;; - fug;ghDk; 
 nka;aha; guT kyk; nkj;jtUk; NghfKz;lhq; 
  nfha;ah goj;jpdhw; $W” 
Kl;il - Gallus Domesticus 
 ‘thjgpj;jQ; NrHg;gpf;Fk; td;Nwhlk; Gz;zhf;Fe; 
  jhJit nkj;j jiog;gpf;F - NkhJ 
 fgj;ij alf;Fq; fug;ghDz;lhf;F 
  kpgj;ijAWq; NfhopKl;il nad;” 
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cg;G – Sodium Chloride 
 ‘nrhl;il eiu jpiu Jl;lePH gk;G Gz; 
  kl;lw;w ehtwl;rp thjuj;jk; - Fl;lKz;lhk; 
 Njftd;ik NjAk; jpUNtjpdk; mjpf 
  khfTg;ig Az;lhff; fwp.” 
fj;jhp - Solanum Melogena 
 ‘gz;L khz;l fpue;jpiag; ghjpf;Fk; 
  cz;l iff;Fe; jpdit Az;lhf;fptpLk; 
 ez;L fl;Lq; Fuq;nfd ehSkhq; 
  fz;L tpl;lJ fj;jhpf; fhaNj” 
khk;gok; - Magnifera indica 
 ‘jpd;whw; wpdntLf;Fe; jPgdk; Nghk; neQ;nrhpthk; 
  md;Nw tpopNeha; mlUq;fhz; - Ed;wpkpf 
  thjfug;ghDk; td; fpue;jpAk; ngUFQ; 
  #jf; fdpapd; Rfk;.” 
Gsp - Tamarindus Indica 
‘Gj;jpAk; ke;jkhFk; nghUkpNa clY%Jk; 
 gj;jpak; jtWk; re;jp ghjkhk; Ruq;fs; tPWQ; 
rHj;jpAk; gpj;Je; jPUk; jDntDk; thj NkWk;  
kj;jpae;j jhJG\;b tUe;jpiu eiu Gspf;Nf” 
,tw;Wld; fk;G> tuF. fhuhprp> thiof;fha;> jbaq;fha; ,tw;iwAk;  
ePf;f Ntz;Lk;. 
- gjhh;j;j Fz rpe;jhkzp 
• vspjpy; rPuzpf;Fk; czT tiffis vLj;Jf; nfhs;sy; eyk;. 
• kuf;fwp czT> ghy; kw;Wk; ghy; nghUs;fs;> rj;Js;s  czTfs; 
cl;nfhs;syhk;. 
• krhiy nghUs;fs; (Spicy Foods) kzg; nghUl;fs;> Nghijg; 
nghUl;fs;> fhug; nghUl;fs; ePf;f Ntz;Lk;. 
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epiwT (Restoration) 
Neha;f;Fg; gpd;dh; clypid gioa epiyf;F nfhzh;jy; Kw;$wpa 
czT gj;jpa KiwfisAk;> Mrdk;> gpuhzahk  KiwfisAk; njhlh;e;J 
filgpbf;f mwpTWj;j Ntz;Lk;. 
mDghdk;: 
rpj;j kUj;Jtj;jpy; mDghdk; Kf;fpaj;Jtk; tha;e;jJ. jf;f 
mDghdj;jpy; nfhLf;Fk; NghJ jhd; kUe;J KOg;gyidAk; nfhLf;Fk;. 
‘mDghdj;jhNy atpo;jk; gypf;Fk; 
  ,dpjhd Rf;F fd;dy; ,Q;rp  - gpD Kjfhy; 
 NfhNkak; ghy; Kiyg;ghy; Nfhnea; - Njd; ntw;wpiyePh; 
  Mkpij ahuha;e;J nra;ayhk;” 
      - Njud; ntz;gh 
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gpuhzhahkk; 
%r;R (Respiration) vd;gJ  
• cs;%r;R  G+ufk; (Inspiration) 
• ntsp%r;R ,Nurfk; (Expiration) 
• Fk;gfk; (Retention)  
vd;w %d;W epiyfisAilaJ.  nghJthd epiyapy; ehk; 
%r;rpdhy; cs; thq;Fk; caph;f;fhy; KOtJk; ekJ clk;gpy; fye;J 
tpLtjpy;iy. ,t;thW clk;gpy; fythj caph;f;fhy; ntsp%r;rpy; Vida 
fhy;fSld; tPzhfr; nrd;W tpLfpwJ. tPzha;f; fopAk; caph;f;fhiy> 
%r;Rf;fhw;iw gpuhzhahk gapw;rp nra;J mjpf Neuk; Gg;Grq;fSf;Fs; 
epWj;jp Fk;gpg;gjhy; clk;gpy; fyf;fr; nra;jdh;. ,g;gapw;rpia %r;Rg; 
gapw;rp> gpuhzhahkk;> thrp my;yJ thA jhuiz vdg;gLk;. 
gpuhzhakk; fw;gKiwfspy; xd;W vd;gij fPo; tUk; 
Nkw;Nfhs;fspdhy; njspayhk;.  
‘tspapid thq;fp taj;jpy; mlf;fpy; 
 gspq;nfhj;Jf; fhak; gUf;fpDk; gpQ;rhk;” 
- jpUke;jpuk; 
thAjhuiz gapw;rp 
thAjhuiz nra;a gJkhrdk; my;yJ rpj;jhrdk; Vw;wJ. ml;lhq;f 
Nahfj;jpy; ,y;ywj;jhUf;Fg; gJkhrdKk;. Jwtwj;jhUf;Fr; rpj;jhrdKk; 
Vw;wJ vdf;$wg;gl;Ls;sJ. 
1. tyJ iff;fl;il tpuyhy;  tyJ ehrpj; Jisia %bf; nfhz;L 
,lJ Jisahy; nkJthff; fhw;iw cs;Ns G+hpf;f Ntz;Lk;. 
2. gpwF>  ,lJ ehrpj; JisiaAk; Nkhjpu tpuy;> rpW tpuy;fshy; 
%bf;nfhz;L %r;ir mg;gbNa Fk;gfk; nra;a Ntz;Lk;. 
3. mLj;J>  tyf;iff; fl;il tpuiy vLj;Jtpl;L kpf kpf nkJthf 
ty ehrpj;Jis topahff; fhw;iw ,Nurpf;f Ntz;Lk; ,dp> 
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4. Kd;NghyNt ty %f;Fj;Jis topahff; fhw;iwg; G+ufk; nra;J  
5. rw;W Neuk; Fk;gpj;J. 
6. ,l ehrpj;Jthuk; topahf ,Nurpf;f Ntz;Lk;. 
,t; MWk; xU gpuhzhahkk; MFk;. ,J Nghy; njhlh;e;J nra;a 
Ntz;Lk;. 
 G+ufk;  - 1> Fk;gfk; - 4>  ,Nurfk; - 2 
vd;w fhy tpfpjg;gb ,Uf;f Ntz;Lk;. Ntis xd;Wf;F 20 Kjy; 80 
gpuhzhahkk; nra;ayhk;. 
gpuhzahkj;jpw;nfd  nrhy;yg;gl;l rpy Kf;fpa tpjpfis 
filgpbj;J thrp nra;a Ntz;Lk;. 
,ij jpdKk; nra;a %d;W jpq;fspy; ehbfs; Rj;jkhfpd;wd. 
RthrKk;> kdKk; xd;iw tpl;L xd;W jdpj;J ,aq;fhjjhy; 
Rthrj;ij xOq;FgLj;jp elj;jpdhy; kdKk; xLq;fp mikjpAz;lhFk;. 
 
‘kdnkd;Dk; khl;lq;fpy; jhz;ltf;NfhNd - Kj;jp  
 tha;j;jnjd; nwz;Nzlh jhz;ltf;;NfhNd“ 
- jpU%yu; 
gpuhzhahkk; gw;wpa ,d;Dk; tphpthd gy nra;jpfs; . jpU%yh; 
jpUke;jpuk;> Qhd ruE}y;> Xsitf;Fws;> jpUts;Sth; Qhdk;>  
rptthf;fpah; Qhdk; Nghd;w Gj;jfq;fspy; nfhLf;fg;gl;Ls;sJ. 
Mrdk; (,Uf;if epiy) 
Nafhrdg; gapw;rp cliy ed;dpiyapy; itj;jpUg;gJ kl;Lkpd;wp 
gpzpfs; clypy; NruhJ jLf;fpd;wd. gpzp te;jpUe;jhYk; mtw;iw 
ePf;Ffpd;wd. NkYk; ,g;gapw;rpfshy; kdk; J}a;ikahfp xUikg;gl;L 
vOr;rpAz;lhFk;. 
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Asanas or yogic exercise make the mind alert, improves concentration 
and help to maintain a buoyancy of spirit. They create a sound mind in a 
sound body – V.G.Rele. 
gJkhrdk;: (gJkk; -jhkiu) 
rkjsj;jpy; rk;kzkpl;L cl;fhh;e;J tyg;ghjj;ij  ,lj;njhilkPJk; 
,lg;ghjj;ij tyj;njhil kPJk; Vw;wp ,uz;L iffisAk; Nfhh;j;J 
kyh;e;jpUf;FkhW ,Uj;jy; . 
gJkhrdk; nrhpkhd rf;jpAz;lhf;Fk;. cly; eyKk; kdkfpo;r;rpAk; 
Vw;gLj;Jk.;  Kf;Fw;wq;fSk; jd;dpiyg;gLk;. 
 
Gaq;fhrdk; (Gaq;fk; - ghk;G) 
fhy;fis ePl;b Fg;Gwg;gLj;J iffis Cd;wp jiy> khh;G> tapw;wpd; 
Nky;gFjp tiu NkNy J}f;fp itj;jpUj;jy;. Neha; vjph;g;G rf;jpia 
mjpfg;gLj;Jk;. 
G+uz rt rhe;jpahrdk;  
ky;yhe;J gLj;J fhy;fis NeuhAk;> iffis clNyhL 
gf;fthl;bYk; itj;J Neuha;g; gLj;jpUj;jy.; ,J fisg;ig Nghf;fp 
kdJf;F Gj;Jzh;r;rp cz;lhf;Fk;. 
- rpj;j kUj;Jtk; rpwg;G 
 Nkw;fz;l Mrdq;fs; nra;tjpdhy; thjfug;ghd; Neha; tukhy; 
jLf;fyhk;. 
gpzpaZfh tpjp 
‘jpz;z kpuz;Ls;Ns rpf;f tlf;fhkw; 
ngz;zpd; ghnyhd;iwg; ngUf;fhky; -  cz;Zq;fhy;  
ePh;RUf;fp Nkhh;ngUf;fp nea;AUf;fp Az;gth;jk; 
NgUiuf;fg; NghNk gpzp” 
- gjhh;j;j Fz rpe;jhkzp 
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 ‘ghYz;Nghk;; vz;nza;ngwpd; nte;ePhpw; Fspg;Nghk;;  
gfw;GzNuhk;;  gfw;WapNyhk;; thNahjuK %j;j  
VyQ;Nrh; FoypaNuh bsntapYk; tpUk;Nghk;;  
,uz;llf;Nfhk; xd;iwtpNlhk;  ,lJ ifapw; gLg;Nghk; 
%yQ;Nrh; fwp EfNuhk;  %j;jjaph; cz;Nghk; 
Qhye;jhd; te;jpbDk; grpj;njhopa Tz;Nzhk; 
ekdhh;f;fpq; NfJfit ehkpUf;F kplj;Nj” 
‘MWjpq;fl; nfhUjlit tkdkUe; japy;Nthk; 
mlh;ehd;F kjpf;nfhUf;fhw; NgjpAiw Efh;Nthk; 
NjWkjp nahd;wiuf; Nfhh; juerpak; ngWNthk; 
jpq;fsiuf; fpuz;LjuQ; rtutpUg; GWNthk; 
tpopfSf;FQ; rd%d;W ehl;nfhUfh ypLNthk; 
ehWfe;jk; Gl;gkpit eLeprpapd; KfNuhk; 
ekdhh;f;fpq; NfJfit ehkpUf;F kplj;Nj” 
“À¸ò¦¾¡ØìÌ Á¡¾Ãºí ¸ÃóÐ¨¼ôÀ Á¢¨Åàð 
 À¼¦¿Õí§¸¡õ; ¾£À¨Áó¾÷ ÁÃ¿¢ÆÄ¢ø Åº¢§Â¡õ ; 
 Í¸ôÒ½÷îº¢ ÂºÉÀº Éò¾Õ½ï ¦ºö§Â¡õ; 
 ÐïºÖ½ Å¢ÕÁÄï¨º §Â¡¸ÁØì ¸¡¨¼ 
 ÅÌô¦ÀÎì¸¢ü º¢óÐ¸º Á¢¨ÅÁ¡¨Ä Å¢Õõ§À¡õ ; 
 ÅüºÄó¦¾ö ÅõÀ¢Ð÷ºü ÌÕ¨ÅÅ¢¼ Á¡ð§¼¡õ ; 
 ¿¸îºÄÓ Ó¨ÇîºÄÓó ¦¾È¢ìÌÁ¢¼ ÁÏ§¸¡õ ;  
 ¿ÁÉ¡÷ì¸¢í §¸Ð¨Å ¿¡Á¢ÕìÌ Á¢¼ò§¾" 
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MODERN ASPECTS 
 Skin Anatomy 
Covering the surface of the body and sheltering it from injurious 
influences in the environment is the skin or integument.  It protects the 
deeper tissues from injury, drying and invasion by foreign organisms. It 
contains the peripheral endings of many of the sensory nerves. 
Development 
• The epidermis and its appendages are developed from the ectoderm, 
about the fifth week of fetal development. 
• The cornium or true skin is of mesodermal origin. 
• The subcutaneous fat appears about the fourth month, and the papillae of 
the true skin about the sixth month. 
• A considerable desquamation of epidermis mixed with sebaceous 
secretion, constitutes the vernix caseosa which the skin is smeared during 
the last three months of fetal life. 
• The nails are formed at the third month and begin to project from the 
epidermis about the sixth month. 
• About the fifth month the fetal hairs appear first on the head and then on 
the other parts. They drop after and give place to the permanent hairs. 
• The cellular structures of the sudoriferrous and sebaceous glands are 
found from the ectoderm whereas the connective tissue and blood vessels 
are derived from the mesoderm. 
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• All the sweat glands are being to develop as early as the fourth month. 
• The skin of an average adult covers an area of just under 2m2.  The skin 
thickness ranges from 0.5mm as in the eyelids to 4mm on the heels over 
most of the body it is 1-2mm thick. 
STRUCTURE OF THE SKIN 
Epidermis   - Outermost layer 
Basement Membrane - Middle layer 
Dermis   -  The deeper connective tissue layer 
EPIDERMIS 
The epidermis is formed of non-vascular stratified epithelium.  It is the 
outermost layer and predominantly composed of keratinocytes.   
• Keretinocytes 
 Keratins - horn like 
 cytes  - cells 
Keretinocytes comprises 65% of epidermal cells.  It synthesis a range 
of structural proteins including keratins and loricrin.  There are over 
20 different types of keratin, classified into two broad group 1 basic 
(type I) and acidic (type II). 
Genetic diseases that result in mutations of keratins. 
Three other cell types make up most of the remaining 5% of  
epithelial cells. 
• Langerhan cells 
Langerhans cells are dentritic, bone marrow derived cells that  
circulate between epidermis and the local lymph nodes. 
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• Melanocytes 
Melans - black 
cytes  - cells 
They synthesise the pigment melanin from tyrosine. Melanin protects 
the skin from Ultra Violet radiation. 
• Merkel cells  
They are thought to play a role in signal transduction of fine  
touch.  Merkel cell carcinoma has been reported recently. 
The epidermis consists of the following layers. 
 
• Stratum germinativum 
The whole of the epidermis germinates from this stratum hence the 
name stratum germinativum. 
This is the deepest portion of the epidermis and composed of 
columnar cells placed perpendicular to the skin surface. 
• Stratum malpighii  (Prickle cell layer) 
It is superficial to the basal cell layer and is composed of several 
layers of polyhedral cells connected to each other by intercellular 
bridges. 
• Stratum granulosum  ( Granulos – little grains) 
It is composed of flat fusiform cells which are one to three layers 
thick. These cells contain irregular granules of keratohyalin and 
lysosomal enzymes and cystine rich proteins. 
Near the granular cells layer lamellar granules also known as odland 
bodies are found. 
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Odland bodies are discharged into the intercellular space below the 
cornified cell layer and form an effective water proof barrier. 
• Stratum lucidum (Lucid-clear) 
It is present only in the skin of the finger tips, palms and soles. 
Pale and wary-looking layer.  This layer contains refractile droplets 
of eleidin. 
• Stratum corneum(Corne-hard (or) hoof like) 
This is the most superficial layer, the outer surface which is exposed 
to the atmosphere. 
It consists of many layers of non-nucleated, flattered, cornified cells. 
This layer is thickest on palms and soles. 
But thinnest on the outer aspect of the lips, on the glans penis and the 
eyes. 
EPIDERMAL APPENDAGES 
1. Sweat glands 
a. Eccrine glands 
b. Apocrine glands 
2. Sebaceous glands 
3. Hair  
4. The nails. 
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1. Sweat glands 
a. Eccrine glands (Eccrine – secreting outwards) 
They are the ordinary, small – sized (0.3 – 0.4mm) sweat glands 
which are distributed all over the skin except on the beds of nails, margins of 
lips and the glans penis. 
Over 3 million sweat units are present at birth. The sweat produced by 
this glands about 600ml per day. 
The main function of these glands is regulation of temperature. 
b. Apocrine glands 
They occur in the axillae, areola and nipples of breasts, umbilicus 
around the anus and the genitalia. 
Their glandular portion is very large and may measure 3 mm to 5 mm 
in diameter.Their secretion is odoriferous with a secondary sexual 
significance.The number of sweat glands varies.  They are least numerous in 
the neck & back.  
The palm has about 370 glands / square centimeter.  
The back of the hand about 200, for forehead 175, abdomen and 
forearm 155 and leg 60 – 80. 
The average quantity of sweat secreted in 24 hours varies from 700 – 
900gm. 
2. Sebaceous glands (Sebace-greasy) 
Sebaceous glands usually arises from hair follicles with their ducts 
discharging sebum into the upper part of the follicle. 
Sebum excretion is under hormonal control. 
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Androgens and progestogen increase sebum excretion whereas 
oestrogens have an inhibitory effect. 
3. Hair 
Hair is found on almost every part of the body surface except on the 
palms and soles.  The inner surface of the labia, prepuce and glans penis. 
Hair grown and development is under endocrine control. 
4. Nails 
These are semi-transparent, plate-like horny structures, covering the 
dorsal surfaces of the distal phalanges of the fingers and toes. 
Nails are tightly packed, hard keratinized epidermal cells. 
BASEMENT MEMBRANE 
The basement membrane acts as an anchor for the epidermis but 
allows movement of cells and nutrients between the dermis and epidermis. 
Structural Components 
Epidermal cell membrane is attached to the basement membrane via 
hemidesmosomes. 
Lamina lucida is composed predominantly of laminin. 
Anchoring filaments extended through the lamina lucida to attach to 
the lamina densa. 
Bullous pemphigoid antigen cicalricial pemphigoid antigen, laminin, 
nidogen, heparan sulfate proteoglycan type IV & type VII collagens, etc are 
found in the basement membrane. 
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DERMIS 
The dermis is vascular and supports the epidermis structurally and 
nutritionally.  
It varies in thickness from 1mm over on the inner forearm to 4mm on 
the back. 
The acellular part of the dermis consist predominantly of fibres, 
mostly collagens I and III but also elastin and reticulin synthesised by the 
major cell type fibroblasts. 
Apart from fibroblasts, there is a large number of other cell types 
within the dermis including mast cells, mononuclear phagocytes, T 
lymphocytes, dendritic cells, nerves and vessels. 
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PHYSIOLOGY 
Functions of the skin 
Function Structure / cell involved 
Protection against chemicals, 
particles ultraviolet radiation 
antigens, haptens microbes 
Horny layer, melanocytes, langerhans 
cells, lymphocytes, mononuclear 
phagocytes, mast cells horny layer, 
langerhans cells, mononuclear phagocyts, 
mast cells. 
Preservation of a balanced internal 
environment: Prevent loss of water, 
electrolytes and macromolecules 
Horny layer 
Shock absorber Strong, yet elastic 
and complaint covering 
Dermis and subcutaneous fat  
Sensation Specialist nerve endings 
Calorie reserve Subcutaneous fat 
Vitamin D synthesis Keratinocytes 
Temperature regulation Blood vessels, eccrine sweat glands 
Lubrication and waterproofing Stratum corneum 
Protection and prising Nails 
Hormonal Testosterone synthesis 
from inactive precursors and 
testosterone conversion to other 
androgenic steroids 
Hair follicles, Sebaceous glands 
Body odour (more important in 
animals) 
Apocrine sweat glands 
Psychosocial 
Hair, nails, appearance and tactile quantity 
of skin. 
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Blood supply 
The blood supply of the skin comes from a large number of arteries 
forming anastamosis in the deepest part of the corneum. From here single 
vessels run upwards and form a second network in the upper corneum. 
Finally terminal arterioles ascend into the papillae ending in capillary loops, 
which drain into connecting venules. The blood is returned to the large veins 
in the sub cutaneous tissue.  
Lymphatic drainage 
The skin contains a rich network of lymphatics, which drain into a few 
larger vessels in the hypodermis 
Nerve supply 
The nerve supply of the skin consists of motor and sensory part, the 
motor part derived from the sympathetic ganglion and sensory part derived 
from the dorsal root ganlion. The sympathetic fibres innervate the blood 
vessels errectorus pilourm muscle and apocrine ducts, where the fibres are 
adrenergic and cause contraction.  
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ECZEMA 
Definition 
Dermatitis and eczema is non contagious inflammation of the skin 
characterized by erythema, scaling, oedema, vesiculation and oozing. 
Eczema has been used as a descriptive term since the sixth century. 
Eczema is a Greek word (Ec-means “out”, zeo-means “boil”). The 
whole word implies “boil out”. 
Eczema is a specific type of allergic cutaneous manifestation of 
antigen-antibody reaction. 
Aetiology 
Basically, two factors cause dermatitis and eczema.  
Firstly, all allergic or sensitive skin. Secondly, exposure to an 
irritant.The dermatologist Darier has correctly said that, 
“There is no eczema but an eczematous patient”  
The general predisposing causes are  
Age 
  Eczema sometimes occurs in infancy, at puberty and at the time of 
menopause. 
Genetic & familial predisposition 
There is usually a personal or family history of allergy, viz asthma, 
eczema and hay fever. 
General debility 
By lowering resistance of the individual predisposes to eczema. 
Climate 
Climate extremes like heat and severe cold. 
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Psychological stress 
Local factors 
Xeroderma or ichthyosis, a greasy skin hyperhidrosis, varicose veins
 Direct contact with pet and domestic animals (especially their saliva or 
fur) and indirect contact with animal dander. 
Rough, scracy, tight clothing, especially clothes made of wool (or) 
stiff fabrics. 
The frequent use of soaps and cleaning products that tend to give lack 
of normal shiny of the skin. 
FOOD AS ALLERGENS 
a) Animal sources 
Cow’s milk – Casein and β lactoglobulin are known to be the major 
allergen. Egg white is the allergising factor. 
Any species of fish can responsible for allergic reactions 
Meats of all kinds –It has been observed that in cases of 
hypersensitiveness to the meat of a certain animal, the liver, pancreas, kidney 
and brain. 
b) Plant sources 
Wheat flour – allergic reaction due to wheat gluten. 
Some workers in glue factories using soya flour as an ingredient of 
glue, develop severe allergic symptoms. 
Peas, beans and lentils have been reported to produce allergic 
reactions in some individuals. 
Consumption of edible mushrooms sometimes may cause allergic 
reactions. 
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Fats and oils have been found to produce allergic symptoms in some 
individuals. 
The vegetables which have been found to produce allergic reactions in 
some individuals are carrot, spinach, cabbage, onion, garlic, sweet potato, 
cauliflower and pumpkin. 
Among the fruits, strawberries, bananas, oranges, grapes and apples 
are the principal offenders. 
Occasionally allergic reactions can occur due to consumption of pears, 
cherries, plums, gooseberries. 
Citrus fruits and tomatoes may cause atopic allergy. 
Beverages 
Allergic actions are due to traces of foreign substances derived from 
food materials employed in the preparations or clarifying the beverage, such 
as 
• Barely malt and yeast in beer. 
• Rye corn and wheat in whisky. 
• Fish, glue, egg white or yeast in cheap white wine    
and champagne. 
Food contaminants as allergens 
For example preservations, insecticides and insect excreta or 
fragments may act as allergens. 
Nor dihydroguairetic acid (NDGTA) is an antioxident used in food 
facts. 
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Cosmetics 
Common ingredients in cosmetics such as perfumes, face creams, 
deodarents, hair dye, shampoos, parabens, benzocaine, lanolin, thimersol, 
etc. 
Clothing 
Rubber chappals, spectacle, resins, frames, furs, nylon, synthetic dyes. 
Most buttons are formaldehyde resins, epoxy resins are all common 
sensitizers. 
Medicaments 
 This include sulphonamides, penicillin, streptomycin, cocaine, tincture, 
benzoin, detol, phenergon cream & sticking plaster etc. 
INDUSTRIAL AND OCCUPATIONAL AGENTS 
Occupational 
Agriculturists   - Plants, weeds, fertilizers 
Automobile    - Oil, petrol, solvent, grease, paints 
Building workers   - Cement, lime, paints, insecticides,  
wood,  kerosene, turpentine oil 
Chemical and  
Pharmaceutical industries -  Dyes, Chemicals, explosives,  
solvents, disinfectants, detergents 
Coal miners    - Mechanical injuries  
Dentists    - Cocaine and its derivaives 
Engineering  industries  - Cutting oils, solvents 
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Housewives    - Soaps, detergents, vegetables,  
fruits, nickel , polishes, artificial 
flavours 
Nurses and Doctors  - Iodine, streptomycin, chlorpromazine,  
tincture, benzonin  
Photographers   - Hardeners, solvents, glass,  
cellulose esters 
Rubber workers   - Additives like TMT, MBT, dyes,  
glues, oils 
Tannery workers   - Chromate, formaldehyde, arsenic,  
alkalies, acids. 
Textile workers   - Formaldehyde, solvents, dyes,  
bleaches 
 
Ten common allergens come across in practice 
1. Paraphenylene diamine 
2. Nickel sulpahte 
3. Pottasium dichromate 
4. Parthenium hysterophorus 
5. Nitrofurazone ointment 
6. Neomycin sulphate 
7. Formaldehyde 
8. Turpentine 
9. Garlic 
10. Epoxyresin 
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EXACERBATING FACTORS 
• Irritants       - Physical, chemical or electrical  
• Sensitizers   - Plants, clothing, cosmetics,  
medicaments,  infection, diet and focal 
sepsis. 
• External infections  -  Streptococci, staphylococci,  
      fungus. 
• Diathesis    -  Allergic, xerodermic,  
      hyperhidrotic or  seborrhoeic 
• Drugs       - State of local or general nutrition 
• Climate      -   Temperature and humidity  
• Mental and emotional conflicts. 
• Internal septic focus shedding toxins or causing bacteraemia 
• Scratching, Chemical trauma, Climate, Stress and Strains keep the 
process going with the result that eczema becomes chronic. 
  It is still controversial whether the endogenous factors like diet, 
emotional strain and stress, focal sepsis, state of digestion, nutrition are more 
important than exogenous factors like infection, irritants and sensitizers (or)  
vice  versa. 
  In practice mixed eczemas are much more common than pure entities. 
History and clinical observation are very important in establishing the exact 
etiological diagnosis. 
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Immunology  
Immunology is a science which deals with the body’s response to 
antigenic challenge. 
This mechanisms are involved in the protection of the body against 
infectious agents but periodically they can also cause damage. 
Sensitization develops when a different clone of T-lymphocytes is 
activated. The sensitized T-lymphocytes yield two sub populations of 
lymphocytes. 
1. Memory cells that are responsible for the persistence of contact 
allergy. 
2. Effector cells that initiate the allergic response when 
appropriately challenged. 
 
PATHO PHYSIOLOGY 
Allergy & hypersensitivity 
Both terms are synonyms. 
The concept of hyper sensitivity was first introduced by Portier and 
Richet. 
The term allergy was first used by Von Pirquit (1874 - 1929) to denote 
changed reactivity of the body to outside chemicals. 
Changed reactivity in this context means that the body behaves in a 
particular way when it is exposed to a chemical substance known as 
‘Allergen’ for this first time, but changes the nature of its reaction when it is 
exposed for the second and subsequent times. This change is due to proteins 
known as antibodies. 
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The moment, the allergen IgE combination stimulates the mast cells 
which unload their chemical contents into the surrounding tissues. These 
chemicals (mediators of allergy) cause the manifestations of allergy such as 
erythema, wheal  and flare reaction. Flare is due to dilatation of arterioles by 
local axon reflex and the liberation of vasodilator substances like histamine 
and its by products like serotonin, bradykinin, acetylcholine from the injured 
cells like mast cells and basophils etc., The manifestation of hypersensitivity 
may be immediate (or) delayed  type. 
Cutaneous Allergy 
In the skin there are two important but different allergic reactions 
occur. 
Dermal reaction 
• Dermal reaction is commonly seen in urticaria.   
• The causuative antigen reaches the skin through ingestion, inhalation 
or injection of protein substances and the reacting antibodies, 
circulate in the serum. 
• Allergic reaction takes place in the dermis 
• Intra dermal tests (scratch) shows reactivity 
Epidermal reaction 
• It is seen in allergic dermatitis or eczema. 
• The causative substance reach the skin by contact, Intra dermal 
allergic tests are negative. 
• But patch test shows reactivity 
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• Allergen + Epidermal protein – Antigen formation (probably in 
lymph glands) 
• Circulation  - Fixed in epidermal cells on next occasion 
• Allergen + Antibodies – Eczematous reaction (In epidermis) 
• A severe local reaction may result in auto-intoxication & 
dissemination of eczematous reaction to distant parts. 
 
Status Eczematicus 
It is believed that in case of severe allergic states, a state may develop 
when the patient becomes hypersensitive to even unrelated substances 
resulting in status eczematicus comparable to status asthmaticus in practice 
of internal medicine. 
Reaction time 
It is the time taken by a sensitized individual to manifest a clinical 
reaction following contact with a known sensitizer. 
It is usually 12-24 hours but may vary from one hour to 120 hours. 
Dissemination reaction 
It is a fleeting erythematous macular reaction involving the face and 
flexures, caused by the escape of lymphokines in the circulation resulting in 
vasodilatation at distant site.  
Cause of recurrence 
Flare reaction is reactivation of a previously healed site of a contact 
dermatitis or a positive patch test reaction following renewed challenge or 
exposure to the same allergent at another site. This is because of persistence 
of sinsitised lymphocytes at the site of earlier reaction, which react to minute 
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amouts of antigen sometimes escape in the circulation form the new site and 
find its way to the old site. 
Further it must be realised that Dermal or epidermal sensitization 
affects the entire integument and this sensitization once acquired is life – 
long. According to some, a degree of bloating in reactivity may be seen with 
the passage of time. 
CLINICAL FEATURES  
Eczema is a specific type of allergic subcutaneous manifestation of 
antigen antibody reaction. It is characterized by superficial inflammatory 
oedema of the epidermis associated with vesicle formation. Itching varies 
from mild to severe paroxysms which may even interfere with work and 
sleep. The natural history of eczema is represented as follows, 
HISTORY OF ECZEMA 
Erythema 
      
 Papules with oedema 
      
Vesicels      
 
        Weeping, crusting, pustules  Lichenification 
          
  Scaling 
    
       Healthy skin without scars 
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Histopathology 
1. Acute Stage 
 
• Itchy erythema followed by oedema of the epidermis (spongiosis) 
papules, vesicles, oozing and crusting. 
• This stage does not last long 
• In about a couple of weeks, the lesions start to heal. If the cause 
persists, and the eczema lasts over months or years. 
 
2. Chronic stage 
 
• There is less oedema. 
• Vesiculation, the integument appears thickened, and pigmented with 
prominent criss-cross (Lichenification) markings. 
• This is the end result of all types of long standing eczemas. 
• This is accompanied by a variable degree of vasodilation and T-
helper lymphocytic infiltration in the upper dermis. 
 
 
3. Sub acute stage 
• Papules and scaling with moderate oedema and erythema. 
• Acute eczema may pass through this stage before it heals completely 
or become chronic. 
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CLASSIFICATION 
There are two groups of eczema. 
Exogenous Endogenous 
Irritant Atopic 
Allergic Seborrhoeic 
Photodermatitis Discoid 
 Asteatotic 
 Gravitational 
 Neurodermatitis 
 Infectious  eczymatoid   
 
Exogenous Eczema 
Irritant eczema 
Detergents, alkalies, acids, solvents and abrasive dusts are common 
causes. Irritant eczema accounts for the majority of industrial cases and work 
loss. 
The elderly, those with fair and dry skin and those with an atopic 
background are especially vulnerable. Napkin eczema in babies is common 
and due to irritant ammonical urine and faeces. 
Strong irritants elicit an acute reaction at the site of contact where as 
weak irritants most often cause chronic eczema, especially of the hands after 
prolonged exposure. 
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Allergic contact dermatitis 
Definition 
Allergic contact dermatitis is an eczematous rash that develops after 
contact with an agent due to delayed cellular hypersensitivity. 
Aetiology (Allergens) 
They are classified into two groups 
• Non proteins - Dyes, oils, resins, coal for derivates, rubber, 
cosmetics and chemicals. 
• Proteins - Bacterial products, fungi and parasites are included in this 
group. 
Patho physiology 
Allergic contact dermatitis results from a specific acquired 
hypersensitivity of the delayed type also known as cell mediated 
hypersensitivity (or) immunity. 
Occasionally dermatitis may be induced upon a sensitized area of skin 
when the allergic is taken internally and this occurs with substances such as 
anti-histamines or sulphonamides. 
Persons may be exposed to allergens for years before finally 
developing hypersensitivity. The sensitized area although usually 
generalized may be strictly localized. 
Eg: Eczema of the ear lobes wrists and back due to contact with nickel 
in costume jewellery. 
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Some common allergens 
Nickel Jewellery, Jean stuels, bra clips 
Dichromate Cement leather, matches 
Rubber chemicals Clothing, shoes, tyres 
Colophony Sticking plaster, collodion 
Paraphenylene diamine Hair dye, clothing 
Balsam of peru Perfumes, citrus fruits 
Neomycin, benzocaine Topical applications 
Parabens Preservative in cosmetics and creams 
Wool alcohols Lanolin, Cosmetics, creams 
Epoxy resin Resin adhesives 
 
Photo dermatitis 
Photo dermatitis means photo sensitization of the skin after contact 
with plants which have either photo toxic or photo allergic action. 
Dermatitis in this condition, is confined to the exposed parts of the 
body viz, face, neck, “v” of the chest, hands and external surfaces of the fore 
arms and dorsum of foot and the adjoining parts of legs. 
The common causes of photo dermatitis are,  
• Drugs like sulphonamides, chlorpromazine, Promethazine, declamycin, 
terramycin, chlorthiazide, diuretic, different hypotensive and anti diabetic 
drugs. 
• Foods like figs and buck wheat. 
• External application of bithionol etc., 
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• Plants and their products like parsnips, cow parsnips meadow grass 
mustards, lime oil, psoralea, bergmot oil etc., 
Endogenous eczema 
 There is no evidence of external irritants or allergens in endogenous 
eczema part of the body becomes sensitized to internal body products, toxins 
from focal sepsis, metabolites that are products of digestion (or) elements of 
diet and drugs with or without familial predisposition to this list should be 
added psychosomatic influences. 
Atopic eczema 
It is also called asthmatic eczema syndrome  
Atophy (out of - place - ness) is a genetic predisposition to form 
excessive IgE which leads to a generalised and prolonged hypersensitivity to 
common environmental antigens. 
Atopic individuals manifest one or more of a group of diseases that 
includes asthma, hay fever, urticaria and this distinctive form of eczema. 
Aetiology 
The inheritance of atopic eczema is controversial. The disorder is 
concordant in 86% of monozygotic twins but in only 21% of dizygotes. 
Atopic diseases show maternal imprinting i.e., they are inherited more 
often from the mother than from the father. 
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Pathogenesis 
It is best considered as interplay of genetic susceptibility that causes 
epidermal barrier dysfunction & abnormal immune responses, which are 
then stimulated by different environmental factors. 
Distribution and character of rash 
Infancy 
The eczema is often acute and involves the face & trunk. 
The napkin area is frequently spared. 
Childhood 
The rash, settles on the back of the knees, front of the elbows, wrists 
& ankles. 
Adults 
The face and trunk are once more involved lichenification is common. 
Diagnostic criteria 
• Itchy skin and at least three of the following. 
• History of itch in skin creases (or cheeks if < 4 years) 
• History of asthma / hay fever (or in a first – degree relative if   < 4 years) 
• Dry skin (Xeroderma) 
• Visible flexural eczema (cheeks, forehead, outer limbs if < 4 years) 
• Onset in first 2 years of life 
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Complications 
• Super infection most often with bacteria (staphylococcus aureus) but also 
importantly with viruses.  Herpes simples virus causes a widespread 
severe eruption – eczema herpeticum. 
• Papilloma virus & molluscum contagiosum super infections are also more 
common and are encouraged by use of local steroids. 
• Irritant reactions due to defective barrier function. 
• Sleep disturbances, loss of schooling, and behavioural difficulties. 
• Children with atopic eczema have an increased incidence of food allergy, 
particularly to eggs, cow’s milk, protein, fish, wheat and soya. 
• These foods cause an immediate urticarial eruption rather than 
exacerbating their eczema. 
Seborrhoeic Eczema 
This condition which is characterised by a red scaly rash  classically 
affects the scalp (dandruff) central face, nasolabial folds, eyebrows and 
central chest. 
It is due to pityrosporum ovale infection of the skin. 
In its milder forms it is the same as dandruff where as when severe it 
may resemble psoriasis. 
Sebum may be permissive for the development of the rash. 
Seborrhoeic eczema is a feature of AIDS and can be very severe in 
this condition. 
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Discoid eczema 
Synonym: Nummular eczema 
This is a common form of eczema recognised by discrete coin-shaped 
lesions of eczema seen on the limbs of young men associated with alcohol 
excess, and of elderly men. 
It can occur in children with atopic eczema and tends to be more 
stubborn to treat.  
Aetiology 
• Psychogenic stresses 
• Focal sepsis 
• Food allergies 
• Alcohol 
• Debility and drugs 
A dry skin and cold weather may be associated with it. Sometimes it 
may be associated dyshidrosis of palms and soles, and discoid patches of 
keratoderma. 
Asteatotic eczema 
This is frequently seen in the hospitalized elderly especially when the 
skin is dry, low humidity caused by central heating over washing and 
diuretics are contributory factors. 
It occurs most often on the lower legs as a rippled or crazy paving 
pattern of fine fissuring on an erythematous background. 
Gravitational (stasis) eczema 
Persistent inflammation of the skin of the lower legs commonly 
associated with venous in competency. 
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The eruption is usually localized to the ankle, where oedema, 
erythema, mild scaling and brownish discoloration occur. Secondary 
bacterial infection and eventual ulceration may occur. The cause is mainly 
due to perivascular fibrin deposition and abnormal small – vessel vaso 
constrictive reflexes. 
 
Neuro dermatitis 
Synonym: Lichen simplex chronicus 
Affecting more commonly neurotic people. 
Definition 
This condition may be defined as the lichenification process resulting 
from chronic scratching and rubbing of the skin under stress and anxiety.  
Common amongst young people and menopausal women. 
Clinical features 
The skin become thickened, infiltrated and pigmented. The criss cross 
markings become more prominent. Margins are irregular & usually well 
defined. 
Pathology and pathogenesis 
Histologically these may be striking hypertrophy of the epidermis, 
which in extreme cases may resemble epitheliomatous change (pseudo 
epitheliomatous hyperplasia) there is also hyperkeratosis and variable 
amount of inflammation in the sub-epidermal zone. There is a marked 
increase in the role of epidermal cell production accounting for the 
hypertrophy and it is believed that the persistent trauma of scratching and 
rubbing is responsible for this. 
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Common sites 
The nape of the neck, arms, ano-genital area, back of knees, legs and 
ankles. 
Pompholyx (dyshidrotic eczema) 
Recurrent vesicles and bullae occur on the palms, palmar  surface of 
the fingers and soles. 
It is most common in adult life (20-40 yrs)  
Provoking factors 
• Heat 
• Stress   
• Nickel ingestion 
But is often idiopathic. 
Infectious eczematoid dermatitis 
Synonym: Infective eczema 
This results from sensitization to certain organisms like streptococci, 
staphylococci, dermatophytes and yeast organisms. 
Clinical features 
Characterised by their slow development no vesiculation is  usually 
evident a crust is formed instead. The patch or patches are sharply defined 
and there is no erythematous halo. 
Sites: Body folds, hair follicles. 
Sub divisions 
1) Post traumatic infective eczema 
It starts with a crack in the integrity of the skin brought on by  an 
injury, a blister an insect bite or exposure to a cold wind etc. 
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Eczematization secondary to acute tinea, particularly tinea  
pedis is frequently seen. It starts from digital spaces and spreads to the 
dorsum of the foot or the soles. 
 
2) Follicular infective eczema 
It involves hairy region like the scalp, beard and legs. It starts usually 
with pityriasis capitis which gets complicated by one (or) several itchy 
patches of oozing, pits and crusting. The eczema spread to fore head, retro 
auricular folds and cheeks. Streptococi, staphylococci and less so 
Pityrosporon organism are the causatives. 
 
3) Flexural infective eczema 
The flexures are the sites of predilection.  It starts with a crack in the 
depth of the fold and two opposing surfaces are equally affected.  The inner 
part looks moist and red only at the periphery is crusting clearly evident. 
Infantile eczema 
This occurs in children between the ages of three months and two 
years.  It usually starts on the cheeks, spreading slowly to forehead, chin, 
scalp, arms, trunk, legs, buttocks and in the groins, napkin rash like 
dermatitis may develop. 
Etiology 
Dietetic allergies may play an important role in the causation 
Clinical features 
Characterized by erythema, vesicles, exudation and crusting pruritus is 
a prominent symptom, it comes in spasms. To start with the infants are 
usually plump. 
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Types 
1. With high familial predisposition to an allergic disease – The atopic   
variety 
2. Without familial predisposition – Simple variety 
Investigation of Eczema 
Patch test 
Patch tests detect type IV (delayed or cell-mediated) hypersensitivity. 
It is common practice for a battery of around 20 common  
antigens, including common sensitizers such as nickel, rubber and fragrance 
mix to be applied to the skin of the back under aluminium discs for 48 hours. 
The sites are then examined for a positive reaction 24 hours  
later and possibly again a further 24 hours later. 
The positive test is revealed by the development of an  
eczematous patch with erythema swelling and vesicles at the site of 
application. 
 Patch test reaction is graded in the following degress 
  + - Only redness 
  ++ - Marked redness and swelling 
  +++ - Marked redness , swelling and papules 
  ++++ - redness, oedema and vesicles 
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Specific IgE 
Specific IgE levels to antigens can be measured in serum by a specific 
radio allergic sorbent test (RAST). 
These are occasionally performed to support diagnosis of atopic 
eczema and to determine specific environmental allergens, eg. pet dander, 
horse hair, house dust mite, pollens and foods.   
Prick tests 
Prick tests are a way of detecting cutaneous type I (immediate) 
hypersensitivity to various antigens such as pollen, house dust, mite or 
dander. 
Bacterial and viral swabs for microscopy and culture 
These are useful tests in suspected secondary infection skin swabs for 
bacteriological assessment will invariably reveal the presence of bacteria.  In 
the case of recurrent impetigo in a child with atopic eczema, bacterial swabs 
should be taken from carrier sites (axillae and groin) from both the affected 
individual and house hold members. 
Hints of diagnosis for all eczemas 
1. Nature of the lesions- size, shape, itching, number of papules, pustules, 
erythema etc., 
2. Distribution – sites of lesion. 
3. History of occupation. 
4. History of exposure to allergens – i.e. Chemicals, plants, soap, etc., 
5. Personal and family History of such diseases – e.g atopic or allergic 
eczemas. 
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6. Climate – eg:  Dyshidrosis occurs at the change of seasons particularly in 
spring, summer. 
7. Patch tests (allergy test) in allergic/ atopic eczemas. 
8. Biopsy in rare cases when the lesions do not respond to treatment. 
Prognosis of eczema 
Dermatitis and eczema are as rule curable conditions. Eczema are 
ineffective except when they are leave scars. The patient needs reassurance 
of these points. 
It must be remembered that epidermis is an ectodermal structure and 
so takes time to heal.  Energetic treatment is to be strongly discouraged. 
Acute eczemas heal readily in about 1-4 weeks with treatment. 
Chronic eczemas in which anatomical and functional changes set in 
take time to disappear. 
Disseminated and generalized eczemas are not only slow to heal, but 
are accompanied by ill health. Infantile and atopic eczemas are trouble some 
and uncomfortable. 
The former lasts till the age of twenty five or even though life. Its 
course is marked by spontaneous remissions and exacerbations. 
Psychogenic stresses climate extremes and poor health aggravate 
eczema. The cure of these conditions is retarded in tropical countries by heat, 
humidity and the prevalent unhygienic conditions. 
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General lines of managements 
1. Explanation and reassuring the patient.  
2. Psychotherapy – counseling and antidepressants mild sedatives 
learn to live with it, anger, frustration avoided. 
3. Correcting or eliminating the aetiological factors. 
4. Exposure to sunlight or extremes of climate to be avoided, 
change of place or A/C advised. 
5. Scratching and rubbing to be avoided, the nails to be cut short. 
6. The health of the patients is improved by multivitamins, iron, 
protein. 
7. Be aware of any foods that may cause an outbreak and avoid 
those foods 
8. Avoid harsh soaps, detergents, and solvents 
9. Avoid environmental factors that trigger allergies pollens, molds , 
mites, and animal dander 
10. Rest to the affected part or bed rest for generalized eczemas. 
11. Protection of the affected part – cotton bandage, glove or mask. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The clinical study on Vatha karappan was carried out in the inpatient 
ward of Governement. Siddha Medical college hospital, Palayamkottai 
Approach towards the patients was made according to the signs and 
symptoms of Vatha karappan as mentioned in siddha aspects. 
Selection of cases 
For this clinical study out of 23 cases, 20 cases were selected from 
both sexes of varying age groups. The cases were carefully examined before 
admission for correct diagnosis and ruled out any other co-existing systemic 
illness. Another 20 patients were selected out of 30 patients from the post 
graduate out patient department sirappu maruthuvam 
Evaluation of clinical parameters 
During admission the detailed clinical history was taken from the 
patients. The cardinal signs & symptoms like itching, erythema, vesicles, 
oozing, pain, oedema, crusting, scaling and ulcers were also taken as criteria 
for the Vatha karappan cases.A detailed clinical history was taken by 
regarding the history of present and past illness, family history, allergic 
history, aggravating factors, occupation, socio–economic status, dietary & 
personal habits and associated history such as bronchial asthma and hay 
fever. 
Study on siddha mode of diagnosis:  
A case sheet was prepared on the basis of siddha methodology i.e. 
poriyal arithal, pulanal arithal, vinathal, envagai thervugal, ezhu udal 
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kattugal, thinai, paruva kaalam, etc., besides an individual case sheet was 
maintained for each case in ward. 
The clinical investigations 
The modern diagnostic  investigations such as  Blood tests for TC, 
DC, ESR, HB, sugar , urea, serum cholesterol, urine analysis for sugar, 
albumin, deposits and  skin scrapping  test for fungus, stool examination for 
ova, cyst to rule out any systemic illness. 
After discharge, all the 20 patients were advised to attend out-patient 
ward for further follow up  
 Pharmacological analysis of the trial drug was conducted at the 
pharmacology department, Government siddha medical college, 
Palayamkottai. Bio-chemical analysis were conducted at the department of 
the Bio-chemistry, Government Siddha Medical College, Palayamkottai.  
Management 
“Viresanathal vatham thazhum” as per the siddha aspect of this word, 
the author has selected the drug named Vellai ennai which is one among the 
purgatives in siddha system.  
 
All patients were advised to take 10ml of vellai ennai with hot water 
(early morning in empty stomach) before treated with trial drug. 
Trial Drugs 
¾ Vatha Karappan Choornam - 1gm 3 times a day with Jaggery after 
food.  
¾ Vatha Karappanukku Amanukku ennai - Applied  externally over the 
affected areas. 
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OBSERVATION AND RESULTS 
Results were observed with respect to the following criteria:  
• Sex distribution 
• Age distribution 
• Kaalam distribution (life span) 
• Occupational status 
• Socio economical condition 
• Diet reference 
• Seasonal reference 
• Thinai reference (land and place) 
• Gunam reference (characters) 
• Mode of onset 
• Aetiological reference 
• Clinical features 
• Associated history 
• Incidence of upper and lower limbs 
• Duration of the illness 
• Distribution of Uyir thathukkal 
• Ezhu (seven) udar kattugal reference 
• Envagai thervugal 
• Neerkuri and Neikuri reference 
• Results after treatment 
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SEX DISTRIBUTION 
During the study on Vatha Karappan 20 patients were selected out of 
these 60% were males and 40% were females. 
Sl.No. Sex No. of cases Percentage 
1. Male  12 60% 
2.          Female 8 40% 
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AGE DISTRIBUTION 
Out of 20 cases selected for clinical trial, most of them were above the 
age of 60. 
 
Sl.No. Age No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
1 - 20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
11 
2 
10% 
10% 
5% 
15% 
5% 
55% 
10% 
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KAALAM DISTRIBUTION 
Different age groups were treated out of the 20 cases, most of them 
were in the pitha kaalam, next in kapha kaalam but very less in vatha 
kaalam. 
Sl.No. Kaalam No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Vatha Kaalam (0-33) 
Pitha Kaalam (34-66) 
Kapha Kaalam (67-100) 
4 
14 
2 
20% 
70% 
10% 
 
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 
Occupational history is closely associated with vatha karappan 
disease. Detailed history about the nature of work has interrogated and 
illustrated as follows. 
 
Sl.No. Nature of work No.of.cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
   4. 
   5. 
Farmers 
Coolies 
General Merchant 
Mason 
Tailor 
9 
7 
1 
2 
        1 
45% 
35% 
5% 
10% 
5% 
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SOCIAL, ECONOMICAL CONDITIONS 
The incidence of the disease was found to be higher in lower 
economic groups. 
 
Sl.No. Socio-economic status No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Poor 
Middle 
Rich 
17 
3 
- 
85% 
15% 
- 
 
DIET REFERENCE 
Cases were enquired of their dietary habits, it was noted that 90% 
cases were non-vegetarian and 10% were vegetarian. 
 
Sl.No. Diet Habit No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
Vegetarian
Mixed Diet 
2 
18 
10% 
90% 
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SEASONAL REFERENCE 
When these 20 cases were enquired with that of the seasonal link, with 
occurrence and severity of this disease, no specific findings were reported 
except in a few cases. 
Sl.No. Paruva Kaalam No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Kaar Kaalam 
Koothir Kaalam 
Munpani Kaalam 
Pinpani Kaalam 
Elavenil Kaalam 
Muthuvenil Kaalam 
- 
- 
6 
8 
4 
2 
- 
- 
30% 
40% 
20% 
10% 
 
THINAI REFERENCE 
Out of the 20 cases, all of them were belonged to marutham 
Sl.No. Type of Lands No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Kurinji 
Mullai 
Marutham 
Neithal 
Palai 
- 
- 
19 
1 
- 
- 
- 
95% 
5% 
- 
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GUNAM REFERENCE 
Out of 20 cases 85% had Rajo gunam and 15% cases had Thamo 
gunam respectively. 
Sl.No. Type of Gunam No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Sathuva gunam 
Rajo gunam 
Thamo gunam 
- 
17 
3 
- 
85% 
15% 
 
MODE OF ONSET 
Out of 20 cases of clinical trials    80%   were found chronic sufferers. 
Sl.No. 
Mode of 
Onset 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Acute 
Sub – Acute 
Chronic 
2 
2 
16 
10 
10 
80% 
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AETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
When the 20 cases taken for study were observed, occupational status, 
poor hygiene, incompatible diet, anxiety and family history were found 
clinically contributable to the severity of the illness. The incidents were as 
follows 
 
 
Sl.No. Aetiology No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Occupational status 
Incompatible diet 
Positive family history 
Psychological stress 
13 
2 
3 
2 
65% 
10% 
15% 
10% 
 
AETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
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CLINICAL FEATURES 
Regarding the signs & symptoms of Vatha Karappan, 
Sl.No. 
Clinical 
features 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Constipation 
Erythema 
Itching 
Vesicles 
Oedema 
Pustules 
Oozing 
Scaling 
Pain 
Ulcers 
Lichenification 
3 
11 
20 
17 
15 
7 
18 
12 
16 
12 
1 
15% 
55% 
100% 
85% 
75% 
35% 
90% 
60% 
80% 
60% 
5% 
 
CLINICAL FEATURES 
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ASSOCIATED HISTORY 
  Vatha Karappan is commonly an immuniological disorder for all 
ages, other associated conditions such as bronchial asthma, urticaria and hay 
fever traced in the 20 cases taken for clinical trials and asthma were reported 
in 2 cases urticaria associated with eczema in 10 cases, family history 
associated with eczema in 3 cases and known diabetic cases were 3 in an 
overall of 20 cases.  
 
Sl.No. History 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1. 
 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Bronchial 
asthma 
Hay fever 
Urticaria 
Diabetes 
Family history 
2 
 
- 
10 
3 
3 
10% 
 
- 
50% 
15% 
15% 
           
ASSOCIATED HISTORY 
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INCIDENCE OF UPPER & LOWER LIMBS 
Sl.No. Incidence 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Lower limb 
Upper limb 
Both upper & 
lower limbs 
17 
1 
2 
 
85% 
5% 
10% 
 
DURATION OF THE ILLNESS 
Sl.No. 
Duration in 
months 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
 
4. 
5. 
1-3 months 
3-6 months 
6 months – 1 
year 
1 – 2 years 
more than 2 
years 
5 
3 
4 
 
2 
6 
25% 
15% 
20% 
 
10% 
30% 
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DISTRIBUTION OF UYIR THATHUKKAL 
   The derangement of Thathu in Vatha Karappan is tabulated as follows 
                             DERANGEMENT OF VATHAM 
                                           
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DERANGEMENT OF  PITHAM 
                                
Sl.No. Pitham No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Anar pitham
Ranjagam 
Sathagam 
Alosagam 
Prasagam 
3 
3 
- 
4 
20 
15% 
15% 
- 
20% 
100% 
 
Sl.No. Vatham No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Piranan 
Abanan 
Viyanan 
Uthanan 
Samanan 
Nagan 
Koorman 
Kirukaran 
Devethathan 
Thananjeyan 
2 
3 
20 
- 
20 
- 
4 
- 
- 
- 
10% 
15% 
100% 
- 
100% 
- 
20% 
- 
- 
- 
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DERANGEMENT OF KAPHAM 
                                 
Sl.No. Kapham 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Avalambagam
Kilethagam 
Pothagam 
Tharpagam 
Santhigam 
2 
3 
- 
- 
16 
10% 
15% 
- 
- 
80% 
 
EZHU (SEVEN) UDAR KATTUGAL 
The seven udar kattugal which contribute for the normal body 
structure, get changed in pathological conditions. They were tabulated below 
             
Sl.No. 
Type of udar 
kattugal 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Saaram 
Senneer 
Oon 
Kozhuppu 
Enbu 
Moolai 
Sukkilam / 
Suronitham 
20 
20 
16 
16 
- 
- 
- 
100% 
100% 
80% 
80% 
- 
- 
- 
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ENVAGAI THERVUGAL  
In the siddha system of medicine eight investigative procedures were 
handled for a clinical approach & diagnosis. These methods were strictly 
followed in all the cases & observations were noted.               
Sl.No. 
Type of 
investigations 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
 
 
8. 
Naa 
Niram 
Mozhi 
Vizhi 
Malam 
Moothiram 
Naadi 
a) Vatha pitham 
b) Vatha kapam 
Sparisam 
3 
20 
- 
4 
3 
- 
 
18 
2 
20 
15% 
100% 
- 
20% 
15% 
- 
 
90% 
10% 
100% 
 
NEERKURI, NEIKURI REFERENCE 
 
Sl.No. Type of test No. of cases Percentage 
1. 
 
2. 
 
 
 
Neerkuri 
    “Vaikkol Niram” 
Neikuri 
a) Muththoththu nitral 
b) Aravena neendathu 
20 
 
 
17 
 
3 
100% 
 
 
85% 
 
15% 
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RESULTS AFTER TREATMENT 
 Out of these 20 cases 15 cases were showed good relief. 
        
Sl.No. 
Results 
No. of 
cases 
Percentage 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Good relief 
Moderate relief 
Mild relief 
10 
10 
- 
50% 
50% 
- 
 
RESULTS 
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DISCUSSION 
 
For this dissertation study 23 patients were admitted in the inpatient 
ward of Governmentt Siddha medical college Palayamkottai. Out of there 20 
ideal cases were selected for the study. A case sheet was prepared and 
maintained individually for all the 20 inpatients.  
The triggering factors like the climate influences, psychological 
disturbances, etc., were also studied. Daily observations were made before, 
during and at the end of the study. The observations are discussed as follows. 
 
Sex distribution 
In the study among the twenty cases, 12 were males and 8 were 
females. According to the siddha literatures there is no apparent sex 
predilection in vatha karappan. 
 
Age distribution 
During this entire study, the prevalence of Vatha karappan was a very 
common one affecting the adult age group mainly above 60 years.  
 
Kaalam (Life Span) distribution:  
 
Out of 20 patients 
70% of the patients belonged to Pitha kaalam 
20% of the cases belonged to Vatha kaalam 
10% of the patients belonged to Kapha kaalam 
These research study shows that more patients were affected in their 
pitha and vatha kaalam.  
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Occupational status 
Occupational hazards play an important role in causing or aggravating 
the disease vatha karappan. This matter is almost true in the cases as their 
relevant occupational histories were drawn from all the patients.  
Socio – economic condition 
Out of twenty patients, seventeen were belonged to poor economic 
conditions, Majority of them were ignorant in personal hygiene. 
Malnutrition, prolonged & persistant exposure to polluted atmosphere, 
lowered immune responses made them prone to this type of disease. 
Diet Reference 
According to siddha literature the non-vegetarian accounts much more 
for the occurrence of the vatha karappan. Here during the study 90% of 
patients were mixed dietary habits. Again some food stuffs like raggi, bitter 
guard, brinjal, maize, tomato and fish items can also be causative factors for 
the vatha karappan. So they were advised to avoid such food items. 
 
Seasonal reference 
Skin diseases prone to have definite seasonal influences. Out of 20 
cases, 6 cases ( 3%) belonged to Munpani kaalam  (December to February ), 
8 cases (40%) belonged to Pinpani Kaalam (February to April), 4 cases 
(20%) belonged to Elavenil Kaalam (April to June), 2 cases ( 10%)  
belonged to Muthuvenil kaalam  ( June to august). 
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Thinai reference (Land and place) 
95% of cases belonged to marutha nilam. This may be due to the 
environmental pollution caused by the advancement of science & 
technology, life style and the uses of too much of pesticides and chemicals. 
 
Gunam reference   
Out of 20 cases, 17 cases had Rajogunam, 3 cases had Thamo gunam. 
From this inference character is very much important in developing disease. 
This was clearly stated in the siddha system. So control of mind and 
restoration of normal life style can lead to reduction in the formation of 
disease. 
 
Mode of onset 
During the study 80% cases were observed to be the chronic onset. 
Incomplete treatment, failure to follow medical advice and dietary 
restrictions, psychological strains and changed life style were observed to be 
the reasons for this disease to become chronic.  
 
Aetiological reference 
All type of aetiologic factors was observed during the study, as vatha 
karappan is one among the immunological disorders like Bronchial asthma, 
which may affect subsequent generations. Here positive family history was 
found in 3 cases. Occupational relevant was observed in 13 cases. 
  In compatible diet (2 cases) and psychological stress and strain (2 
cases) were also noted. 
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Three dosha reference 
a) Vatha reference 
Among the 20 patients Abanan was affected in 3 cases (habitual 
constipation) Piranan was affected in 2 cases (Bronchial asthma). Koorman 
was affected in 4 cases (Cataract). Viyanan and Samanan were affected in all 
cases. 
 
b) Pitha reference 
Among 20 cases, Anarpitham was affected in 3 cases (loss of appetite, 
indigestion) Ranjagam was affected in 3 cases  (low Hb level)  Alosagam 
was affected (senile cataract) in 4 cases . Prasagam was affected in all cases 
(due to dryness, roughness and hyper pigmentation of the skin). 
 
c) Kapha reference 
   Avalambagam was affected in 2 cases (Bronchial asthma). 
Kilethagam was affected in 3 cases. Santhigam (joint pain) was affected in 
16 cases.  
 
Ezhu (seven) Udar Kattugal reference:  
Among the 7 udar kattugal, saaram was affected in all cases   
(depression, anhidrosis, etc) senneer was affected in 100% of cases (papules, 
vesicles, lassitude, anemia). Oon and kozhuppu were affected (ulcers, joint 
pain)  in 16 cases. 
Envagai Thervugal reference 
Among 20 cases, niram and sparisam were affected in all cases. 
Coated tongue, Dryness of mouth in 3 cases. Regarding to Naadi nadai vatha 
pitham was found in 18 cases and vatha kapham was found in 2 cases. 
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Mode of action 
Each and every drug contains five kind of actions i.e suvai (Í¨Å), 
gunam (Ì½õ), veeriyam (Å£Ã¢Âõ), pirivu (À¢Ã¢×) and mahimai (Á¸¢¨Á). All 
these five are based on five elements (pancha boothas) which are present in 
the drug. 
Normalization of these 3 thathus (Vatha, Pitha, Kapha) is a cure to the 
disease. Karappan occurs as a result of derangement of Kapham. Vatha 
Karappan chooranam actually brings the deranged kapham to normal. 
20 patients were admitted in the inpatients ward to facilitate frequent 
supervision. All the patients were treated with Vatha Karappan chooranam 
(internal) and Vatha karappanukku Amanukku ennai (external) for an 
average of 20 days. The improvement was observed from the third day 
onwards in acute and sub actue cases, 8-10days in chronic cases. The 
number of days taken for complete disappearance of the symptoms varied 
from case to case. 
In this study, Vatha Karappan chooranam (internal) and Vatha 
Karappanukku Amanukku ennai (external) were found to be more effective 
in clinically.  
The author has chosen the drugs for their specific effect on the lines of 
the siddha principles and also to find out the clinical constituents of the 
drugs on the basis of modern chemical analysis. 
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The result of the pharmacological study is concluded that the Vatha 
Karappan chooranam has  
 Significant anti histamine action. 
 Significant acute and chronic anti inflammatory action. 
 Moderate analgesic action. 
Vatha Karappanukku Amanukku Ennai has  
 Significant acute anti inflammatory action. 
 The patients who had hypertension (one case) and diabetes  
(3 cases), already under gone allopathic treatment for hypertension and 
diabetes were advised to continue the treatment, during the admission period. 
It is a pleasure to say that there was no report of adverse effects during 
the entire course of treatment in all cases. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
 The description about the aetiology, types, pathogenisis and clinical 
features of Vatha Karappan were found in many Siddha Literatures. 
 Clinical trial was conducted with 20 cases from both sexes of different 
age groups. 
 Before starting the treatment careful detailed history was carried out and 
recorded. 
 They were treated with ‘Vatha Karappan chooranam’ internally and 
‘Vatha Karappanukku Amanukku ennai’ externally. 
 Along with medication the patients were advised over their dietary habits 
and to practice pranayama. 
 History, clinical findings, laboratory results, Envagai thervugal and uyir 
thathukkal were used for the diagnostic purpose.  
 The general improvements in the condition of the patients were observed 
from the end of the first week itself. In an average of 20 days treatment, 
all the patients showed satisfactory relief generally. 
 Most of the patients had showed quite encouraging progress. 
 The observations made during the clinical study shows that the internal 
drug is clinically very effective.  
 The action of external applications is also quite remarkable. 
 The drugs were found to be free from adverse effects during the entire 
course of treatment. 
 The herbs are available in almost all season and preparation of medicine 
is very simple. 
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Finally the ingredients of this trial drugs are very economic. 
These merits are essential in promoting this drug in future globally. Here 
by the author concludes that the skin disease “Vatha karappan” can be better 
treated with the trial drugs. 
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ANNEXURE – I 
DRUG – REVIEW 
thjfug;ghd; #uzk; (Internal medicine): 
 ‘J}Jis ePNahhpjo; Nth; Ja;a ntUf;Ff; nfhbNtyp 
  Nkhjq; fLf;fhapU rPuNkyQ; Rf;F tKf;fpwhTk; 
  ePjp ngw Ntrkd;bj;J eprkha; nty;ye; jid $l;by; 
  jhJ tpsf;Fq; fug;ghd; Nghe; jUfhjpJTe; rj;jpaNk”. 
Njitahd ruf;Ffs;: 
 J}JNtisNth;  fUQ;rPufk; 
 Xhpjo;jhkiuNth;  fhl;LrPufk; 
 vUf;fNth;   Vyk; 
 nfhbNtypNth;  Rf;F 
 fLf;fha;   mKf;fpuh fpoq;F 
nra;Kiw: 
 Nkw;fz;l ruf;Ffis ed;whf cyh;j;jp nghbj;J t];jpufhak; 
nra;J itj;Jf; nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. 
msT  : 1fpuhk;> %d;W Ntis> (cztpw;F gpd;G) 
mDghdk; : nty;yk;; 
jPUk; Neha; : thj fug;ghd; 
MAl;fhyk; : %d;W khjq;fs; 
Mjhuk; : mf];jpah; MAs; Ntjk; - 1200> gf;f vz; - 174. 
J}Jtis 
jhtutpay; ngah; : Solanum trilobatum 
FLk;gk;  : Solanaceae 
NtWngah;  : msh;f;fk;> rpq;fty;yp> jpUf;Fsk; 
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Vernacular names: Eng : Climbing Brinjal 
        Mal : Mullakaththari. 
        Sans : Alarka 
        Tel : Mullamusti 
tshplk;  : F[uhj;> njd; ,e;jpah KOtJk; gaphplg;gLfpd;wJ. 
tshpay;G  : VW nfhb jhtuk; 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : ,iy> G+> fha; 
Rit   : rpWifg;G> fhh;g;G 
jd;ik  : ntg;gk; 
gphpT   : fhh;g;G. 
nra;if  : ntg;gKz;lhf;fp - Stimulant 
    Nfhioafw;wp - Expectorant. 
    cukhf;fp  - Tonic. 
nghJf;Fzk; : 
  ‘J}J NtisiaAzj; njhf;fpdpw; nehf;fpa 
   Ntijah Nehnayh nka;ia tpl;lfYNk”. 
 J}JNtisia> fw;g Kiwahf NtDk;> fwpahfNtDk; cl;nfhz;L 
tu> clypy; Iaj;jhy; Vw;gl;l Neha;fs; ahTk; ePq;Fk;. 
         (Njud; fhg;gpak;) 
  ‘J}Jgj;jphp A+z; Rit ahf;Fk; G+ 
   jhJ itj;jiog; gpj;jpLk; fhaJ 
   thj gpj;jf; gj;ijA khw;WNth; 
   YJk; ty;ypgd; NehAnkhopf;FNk.” 
 J}JNtisapiy - cz;bf;F RitjUk;> G+ - Mz;ikia ngUf;Fk;> 
fha; - Kf;Fw;wq;fisAk; ePf;Fk;. NtUk; nfhbAk; ,Uky;> ,iug;G Kjypa 
Iag; gpzpfis Nghf;Fk;. 
       - Fzghlk; %ypif tFg;G 
 ,J xU fw;g%ypifahFk;. 
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Chemical constituents: 
 Fruits and leaves contain Solasodine.  The leaves contain Solanine 
alksloid. 
Xhpjo; jhkiu Nth; 
jhtutpay; ngah; : Hybanthus enneas permus. 
FLk;gk;  : Violaceae. 
NtWngah;  : #hpafhe;jp> ,uj;jdGU\; 
Vernacular names : Tel : Ratnayurusha 
          Kan : Sooryankanty 
          Hind : Ratan – purs 
          Mal : Orrela tanrara. 
tshpay;G  : epyj;ijnahl;bg; gapuhFk; rpW nrb G+z;L 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : r%yk; 
Rit   : ,dpg;G 
jd;ik  : jl;gk; 
gphpT   : ,dpg;G 
nra;if  : clYukhf;fp - Nutritive 
    fhkth;j;jpdp - Aphrodisiac. 
nghFf;Fzk; : 
  ‘jhJitAz;lhf;Fe; jdpNkfj;ijj; njhiyf;Fk; 
   Mjth Nkdpf; foFjUQ; - rPjk; Nghk; 
   rPhpjo;j; jhkiu tho; nra;a kltd;Nk 
   Xhpjo;j; jhkiuia Az;”. 
 ntz;zPh; fl;Lk;> clYf;F moF jUk;. 
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“Gz;lhpf ed;ik nghUj;j ntd;wh NyNlfy 
   Gz;lhpf ed;ik Gidjphp – Gz;lhpf 
ehYjpu%f;F eypf;F………”                - Fzghlk; %ypif tFg;G 
 ,J xU fw;g %ypifahFk;. 
vUf;f Nth; 
jhtutpay; ngah; : Calotropis gigantea. 
FLk;gk;   : Asclepiadaceae. 
NtWngah;  : mUf;fd;; 
Vernacular names: Eng  : Mudar, Griantics 
        Tel  : Jilleu, Chettu 
        Mal  : Erkka 
        Hindi  : Ak, Akan, Akond 
        Kannadam : Yakkeda, gidz. 
tshplk;  : ntg;g ehLfspy; vq;Fk; jhNd gapuhFk;. 
tshpay;G  : nrb tFg;G. 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : ,iy> G+> ghy;> gl;il> Nth; 
Rit   : ifg;G> fhuk;> kJuk;. 
jd;ik  : ntg;gk;  
gphpT   : fhh;g;G 
nra;if  : 
 ,iy 
  GOf; nfhy;yp - Anthelmintic 
  clw;Njw;wp  - Alterative 
  kykpsf;fp  - Laxative 
  ntg;gKz;lhf;fp - Stimulant 
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G+ 
  Nfhioafw;wp - Expectorant 
  grpj;jPAz;lhf;fp - Stomachic 
  nrhpg;Gz;lhf;fp - Digestive 
  cukhf;fp  - Tonic 
ghy; 
  jbg;Gz;lhf;fp - Rubefacient 
  ehw;wkfw;wp  - Deodorant 
Nth;gl;il  
  clw;Njw;wp  - Alterative 
  Nfhioafw;wp - Expectorant 
nghJf;Fzk; : 
  ‘kd;didAq; ifnaLf;f itj;njapw;wp Ndafw;wp 
   Ad;D gpzpg;gzpia Nahl;Ljyhw; - nrhd;Ndd; 
   vUf;nfd Nt g+kpapdpNy tpsq;Fk; 
   mUf;f kUf;f vddyhk” 
       -Njud; ntz;gh 
 ,J xU fw;g kUe;J 
 vUf;F tsp Neha;fSf;F ed;kUe;jhFk;. gy Neha;fis Nghf;Fk;.  
fg Neha;fis ,it Xl;btpLk;. 
Chemical constituents: 
♦ Aerial parts contain Flavonal glycosides colotropiside. 
♦ Root bark contains beta – amyrin, 2 isomeric crystalline alcohols, 
giganteol and iso – giganted. 
♦ Stem bark contain resinols alpha and beta calotropols, fatty acids, latex 
contains alpha – amyrin. 
♦ The ash of calotropin gigantea is rich in potash (20.8%) 
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nfhbNtyp Nth; 
jhtutpay; ngah; : Plumbago Rosea. Linn. 
FLk;gk;  : Plumbaginaceae 
NtWngah;  : rpj;jpu%yk;> nfhb%yp> nrq;nfhb Ntyp 
Vernacular names: Eng : Rose coloured lead – wort. 
        Tel : Erra – chitra – mulam. 
        Mal : Chenti – kotuveli. 
         Hind : Lal - chita. 
tshplk;  : Nkw;F kiy njhlh;r;rp gFjpfspy; tpisfpd;wJ. 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : Nth; 
Rit   : fhh;g;G 
jd;ik  : ntg;gk; 
gphpT   : fhh;g;G 
cl;nra;if : 
  ntg;gKz;lhf;fp - Stimulant 
  jbg;Gz;lhf;fp - Rube facient. 
Gwnra;if: 
  Gz;zhf;fp  - Caustic 
nfhg;GsnkOg;gp - Vesicant 
nghJf;Fzk;: 
  ‘fl;b tpuzq; fpue;jp fhy;fs; miuahg;Gf; 
   fl;br; #iy tPf;fq;fho; %yk; - Kl;gpuj;jf; 
   fl;LeP Nuw;wq; fdj;j ngUtapWk; 
   ml;Lq; nfhb Ntypahk;” 
       - Fzghl %ypif tFg;G 
 ,jdhy; fl;b Gz;> foiy> tsp Neha;> miuahg;Gf; fl;b Fj;jy;> 
Nrhig> %yNuhfk;> cjpuf;fl;b> ePNuw;wk;> ngUtapW ,it Nghk;. 
Rj;jp : Rz;z ePhpy; Cw itj;J vLf;f Rj;jpahFk;. 
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Chemical constituents: 
  Dihydroflavonol – Plumbaginol, Plumbagin. 
fLf;fha; 
jhtutpay; ngah; : Terminalia chebula 
FLk;gk;  : Combretaceae 
NtWngah;  : me;jd;> mguzk;> [ptepfh> fL> migad; mhpjfp>  
 ghhpak;> tajuk; kw;Wk; Nuhfpzp. 
Vernacular names:  Tel : Karak – kaya 
      Mal : Katukkai 
      Kan : Anile – kayl 
      Hind : Pile Hara. 
      Eng : Chebulic myrobalan, Ink nut. 
tsUkplk;  : ,e;jpah> ,yq;if kiyfhLfspy; tsh;fpd;wJ. 
tshpay;G  : kuk; 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : gpQ;R> gok; 
Rit   : Kf;fpa Rit - Jth;g;G> mj;Jld; rpwpJ ,dpg;G>  
  Gspg;G> fhh;g;G> ifg;G ngw;wpUf;Fk;. 
  Njhy; - fhhg;G> nfhl;il  - Jth;g;G> gUg;G -  
  ,dpg;G> euk;G - Gspg;G> fhk;G - ifg;G 
jd;ik  : ntg;gk;  
gphpT   : ,dpg;G 
nra;if  : 
  ePh;kyk; Nghf;fp - Purgative. 
  Jth;g;gp  - Astringent. 
  clw;Njw;wp  - Nutrient. 
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nghJf;Fzk; :  
  ‘nrhy;Y khpjfp Nkw; Nwhiy kJTlNd 
   ay;Yk; gfYkapyNt - fy;Yq; 
   fiua tunkOg;Gq; fharpj;jp Az;lhk; 
   eiuAe; jpiuAkpiy ie” 
        -Njud; ntz;gh 
 fLf;fhia Kiwg;gb Az;z clYukhFk;. 
 ,J fw;g kUe;Jfspy; xd;whFk;. 
fLf;fhapd; rpwg;G 
 ‘fLf;fhAe; jhAq; fUjpnyhd; nwd;whYk; 
  fLf;fha;j; jha;f;fjpfq; fhz;eP – fLf;fha;Neha; 
  xl;b Alw;Nww;Wk; cw;wtd;d NahRitfs; 
  Cl;bAlw; Nww;W Kte;J” 
       -mfj;jpah; Fzthflk; 
kUj;Jt gad; : 
 fLf;fha; cs;spUf;Fk; tpij eQ;rhFk;.  fLf;fha; Kg;gpzp ePf;Fk;> 
grpj;jP J}z;b nrhpf;f nra;J cly; td;ikia fhj;J KJiktuhky; 
jLf;Fk; xU fhafw;g %ypifahFk; mwpitngUf;Fk;. kpF ePh; Nghjy;> 
jkuf Neha;> fz; Neha;fs;> fhkhiy> Fd;kk;> Fl;lk;> ,Uky;> ,iug;G> 
fhybg; Gw;WNeha;> thjNeha;> Mz;ikapd;ik> <uy; Neha;> nts;is> 
%yNuhfk ntz;Fl;lk;> kz;il Gw;W> fug;ghd;> ngsj;jpuk; Kjypa 
Neha;fs; NghFk;. 
Chemical constituents: 
 The fruits contain Anthra quinine glycosides, Clebulinic acid, tannic 
acid, terchebin and vit c, Arachidic, behenic, linoleic, oleic, palmatic and 
stearic acids are met in fruit kernels.   
 Chebulin is refered to be found in the flowers. 
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fUQ;rPufk; 
jhtutpay; ngaH  : Nigella sativa (Linn) 
FLk;gk;   : Nalla – Jilakarra 
NtWngaH   : muzk;> cgFQ;rpif 
Vernacular names 
 Eng : Black Cumin 
 Tel : Nalla –Jilakarra 
 Mal  : Karinchirakam 
 Hind : Kulani 
tsh; ,lk;:  ,e;jpahtpy; vy;yh ghfq;fspYk; gapuhFk; 
tshpay;G  : rpW nrb 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : tpij 
Rit   : ifg;G 
jd;ik  : ntg;gk; 
gphpT   : fhHg;G 
nra;if 
 mfl;Lthafw;wp  - Carminative 
 rpWePH ngUf;fp  - Diuretic 
 UJTz;lhf;fp  - Emmenagogue 
 ghw;ngUf;fp   - Galactogogue 
 GOf;nfhy;yp  - Anthemintic 
 grpj;J}z;b   - Stomachic 
 J}f;Fzp GOf;nfhy;yp - Parasiticide 
 twl;rpafw;wp  - Emollient 
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nghJf;Fzk; 
 ‘fUQ;rPufj;jhd; fug;ghndhL Gz;Zk; 
  tLQ; rpuha;g; gPerK khw;Wk; - mUe;jpdhy; 
  fha;r;ry; jiytypAq; fz;typAk; NghKyfpy; 
  tha;r;rp kUe;njdNt it” 
     - Fzghlk; %ypif tFg;G 
kz;il fug;ghd;> Gz;> cl;#L> jiy Neha;> fz;Nzha; ,itfSk;> 
rpuq;F> tapw;W nghWky;> Fd;kk;> khHGtyp> ,Uky;> the;jp> xf;fhsk;> 
tPf;fk;> fhkhiy ,it ePq;Fk;. 
Chemical Constituents 
 Glucosides like melanthin, metalbin, saponins 
fhl;LrPufk; 
jhtutpay; ngaH : Vernonia anthelmintica 
FLk;gk;  : Asteraceae 
NtWngaH  : rpj;jpiy> rdpQhapW 
tshplk;  : ,e;jpahtpy; vy;yh khepyj;jpYk; tsHfpd;wJ 
tshpay;G  : rpW nrb 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : ,iy> tpij> NtH 
Rit  - ifg;G 
jd;ik  - ntg;gk; 
gphpT   - fhHg;G 
nra;if 
 GOf;nfhy;yp - Anthelmintic 
 grpj;jPj; J}z;b - Stomachic 
 cukhf;fp  - Tonic 
 rpWePHg; ngUf;fp - Diuretic 
 Kiwntg;gfw;wp - Antiperiodic 
 clw;Njw;wp  - Alterative 
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nghJf; Fzk; 
 ‘if fWg;G kWq; fbaNk fk; NghFk;       
 nka;FspUk; gpj;jk; tpisANkh - nta;afhpf 
 Nfhl;Lg; gizKiyaha; Fd;k thje;njhiyAq; 
 fhl;L ew; rPufj;ijf; fhz;” 
       - Fzghlk; %ypif tFg;G 
 fhl;LrPufj;jhy; cs;sq;if fUk;Gs;sp> nts;is> ntwp> Fd;kk; 
Nghk; FspHr;rpAz;lhFk;. 
Chemical Costituents: 
 Aromatic oils, Resins, Vernonine alkaloids 
Vyk; 
 jhtutpay; ngaH  : Eletaria Cardamomum 
 FLk;gk;   : Zingiberaceae 
 NtWngaH   : MQ;rp> Nfhuq;fk;> Jb. 
Vernacular Names: 
 Eng : Cardamom seeds 
 Mal : Elattari 
 Hind : Elachi 
 Tel : Elakulu 
tshplk;   : FspHr;rpAs;s kiy ehLfspy; gaphplg;gLfpd;wJ 
tshpay;G  : nrb 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : tpij 
Rit   : fhHg;G 
jd;ik  : ntg;gk; 
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nra;if 
 mfl;L tha;fw;wp  - Carminative 
 ntg;gKz;lhf;fp  - Stimulant 
 grpj;jPj;J}z;b  - Stomachic 
nghJf;Fzk;: 
 ‘njhz;il tha; fTs; jhYF jq;fspy; 
  Njhd;Wk; Nehajp rhuk;gd; Nkfj;jhy; 
   cz;il Nghy; vOq;fl;b fphpr;ruk; 
  coiy the;jp rpye;jp tp\Q;Ruk; 
  
gz;il ntf;if tpjhfNeha; fhrKk; 
  ghOQ; Nrhky; gpzp tpe;J el;lKk; 
 mz;il aPistd; gpj;jk; ,itf;nfy;yhk; 
  My khq;fko; Vy kUe;jNj.” 
      - NjiuaH Fz thflk; 
 njhz;il> jhs;> tha;> fPo;tha; ,itfspy; cz;lhFk; Neha;fisAk;> 
rpye;jp eQ;R> ,Uky;> fopr;ry;> ePHRUf;F> Nfhiof;fl;L Nghf;Fk;. moiy 
Mw;Wk; ntz;zPiu ngUf;Fk;. 
  .............. Gz;lhpf 
 ehYjpu %f;F eypf; Nfy ehtpNahL 
 ehYjphp %f;F gj;J ehs;  
- Njud; ntz;gh 
,J xU fw;g %ypifahFk; 
Chemical constituents 
 Aromatic oils cineol, limonene – Terbenoids 
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Rf;F 
jhtutpay; ngaH  : Zingiber Officinale Rose 
FLk;gk;   : Zingeberaceae 
NtW ngaH   : nrsgd;dk;> nrstHzk;> mjfk;> mUf;fd;>  
 etRW 
Vernacular names 
 Eng : Dried Ginger 
 Tel : Sonti 
 Mal : Chukku 
 Hind : Sonth 
tsh; ,lk; : Nkw;F njhlHr;rpkiy fhl;L nrb 
tshpay;G : kl;l epy jz;Lila rpWnrb 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : fpoq;F (cyHe;jJ) 
Rit  - fhHg;G 
jd;ik - ntg;gk; 
gphpT  - fhHg;G 
nra;if 
 ntg;gKz;lhf;fp - Stimulant 
 grpj;jPj;J}z;b - Stomachic 
 mfl;Ltha;tfw;wp -  Carminative 
nghJf;Fzk; 
 ‘Miy ke;jk; new; nrhpg;G Njhl Nkg; gk;koiy 
  %yk; ,iug;gpUky; %f;F ePH - thy fg 
  Njhlkjp rhue;njhlHthj Fd;kePHj; 
  Njhlk; Mkk; Nghf;Fe; Rf;F” 
      -mfj;jpaH Fzthflk; 
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,Q;rpapy; Nky; Njhy; rPtp gpd; Calcium sulphate (or) Calcium 
carbonate   ,lg;gl;L> cyHe;j ,Q;rpNa Rf;F vdg;gLfpwJ. 
 ,J xU fhafw;g %ypifahFk;. 
Chemical Constitunents: 
- Phellandrene, Gingerol, - Terbens 
- Aromatic oil 
- Gingerin – oli resin 
 
mKf;fpuh fpoq;F 
jhtutpay; ngaH  : Withania Somnifera 
FLk;gk;   : Solanaceae 
NtWngaH   : mKf;Futp> mRtfe;jh> ,Uspr;nrtp>  
  tuhffHzp 
Vernacular Names: 
 Eng : Winter cherry 
 Mal : Amukkuram 
 Tel : Penneru – gadda 
 Urdu : Asgandh 
tshplk; : njd;dpe;jpah gFjpfspy; tsHfpd;wJ 
tshpay;G : FWQ;nrb 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : ,iy> tpij> NtH (fpoq;F) 
Rit  : (ahTk;) ifg;G 
tPhpak; : ntg;gk; 
gphpT  : fhHg;G 
nra;if 
 ,iy – ntg;gfw;wp  - Febrifuge 
 fha; - rpWePHngUf;fp  - Diuretic 
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 fpoq;F – clw;Nww;wp  - Alterative 
 Mz;ik ngUf;fp   - A phrodisiac 
 tPf;fKUf;fp   - Deobstruent 
 rpWePHngUf;fp   - Diuretic 
 cukhf;fp    -  Tonic 
 cwf;f Kz;lhf;fp   - Soporific 
 cly; ntg;gfw;wp   - Sedative 
nghJf;Fzk; 
 ‘nfhQ;rj; JtHg;ghq; nfhbafak; #iyahp 
 kpQ;R fug; ghd;ghz;L ntg;g jg;G – tpQ;rp 
 KfTW NjhlKk; Ngh Nkhfk; mdYz;lhk 
 mRtfe; jpf; nfd;wwp”                           - mfj;jpaH Fzthflk; 
,f;fpoq;F fak; tspf; $l;lq;fs; fug;ghd;> Ruk;> tPf;fk; ,itfis 
Nghf;F grpj;jPiaAz;lhf;Fk; 
 ,J xH fha fw;g %ypifahFk;. 
    …….. Nfhy 
 ‘eFlNtUz;Ljpu ehl;LitNad; Nkiy 
  eFl NtUz;L tho; ehs;” 
- Njud; ntz;gh 
Chemical constituents: 
 Somniferine, withanine, perinponvine, Alkaloids, Sterols 
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thj fug;ghDf;F Mkzf;nfz;nza; 
(External Medicine) 
‘nfhs;tha; eWnea; ey;nyz;nza; $l;L rpj;jhkzf;nfz;nza; 
 xs;spjhd Ntg;ngz;nzAe;j ntQ;NrhbL kQ;rs; 
 Js;sh njhf;fg;nghb nra;J J}tpf;fhr rpnaz;nzAld; 
 cs;Ns nfhz;L NkYtpl;lhYisf;Fk; thjfug;ghd; Nghk;.” 
Njitahd ruf;Ffs; 
 nea; 
 ey;nyz;nza; 
 Mkzf;nfz;nza; 
 Ntg;ngz;nza; 
 kQ;rs; 
nra;Kiw 
 Nkw;fz;l ijyq;fis rkmsT vLj;J kQ;risg; nghbj;J 
J}tpf;fha;r;rp tbj;J itj;J gad;gLj;jTk;. 
cgNahfk;: ntspg;gpuNahfk; 
jPUk; Neha; : thj fug;ghd; 
MAs;fhyk; : xU tUlk; 
Mjhuk;  : mfj;jpaH MAs; Ntjk; - 1200 gf;f vz; 174 
 
nea; (GHEE) 
The word ghee terms from the old san skrit ‘ghr’ meaning bright (or) 
to make bright. Ghee is the usually Indian name for clarified butter fat. It is 
mostly butter fat free from moisture and curd. Butter contains about 82% 
butter fat while ghee contains 99% or little more of butter fat. 
Ghee and its place in the Indian diet: 
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1. Ghee is recognized as an important item of Indian diets, because of 
its high nutritive value. Ghee is the only source, of animal. Fat 
which is predominant in the Vegetarial deit in the contry. 
2. Ghee is potential source of energy and yields 9.3 cal/g. It is one of 
the important energy foods. It furnishes approximately 3400 cal of 
heat energy/16 and digestibility is 97.8%. 
3. Ghee is belived to be a coolant, capable of increasing mental power 
and physical appearance, and curative of ulcers and eye disease. 
4. It is an excellent source of fat soluble vitamins. Vit A and D also 
provides unsaturated. Fatty acids which are, but essential for 
human body metabolism. 
5. Medicinal Qualities of ghee were recogonised since long back. The 
medicinal power of very old samples of ghee is still widely 
prevalent and they had high value of fat. 
nea;apd; nghJf;Fzk;: 
 ‘nea;Az Tz;lit NeHTwr; nra;JNkd; 
  nka;iaAe; jpz;zpa NkUntdr; nra;Ak;" 
nea;ia Ntz;ba mstha; NrHj;J nfhs;s mJ cz;l czit 
rhpg;gLj;jp rhPuj;jpw;F kpFe;j gyk;> G~;bia jUk;. 
     - Fzghlk; - jhJ - rPt tFg;G 
nea;ia Nja;j;J Fspf;f ,ur jhJtpd; nfhjpg;ghy; Vw;gl;l vhpr;ry;> 
gpj;jk;> %Hr;ir> ,uj;j Neha; ePq;Fk;. 
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Composition of Ghee 
I. Gross Composition of Ghee 
 Bulk of Ghee both cow-and buffalo milk fat is made up of tri-
glyceides (98% the other classes of lipids which are present in minor 
quantities). 
a. Di – glycerides ( 1-2%) 
b. Monoglycerides ( 0.1-0.2%) 
Free Fattyacids (1-10mg /100gm) 
Phospholipids (0-80mg/100gm) 
Sterols, mainly cholesterols 
Fat soluble Vitamins (A, D) 
Carbonyls (4-6mg/gm 
Glycerols and Other (o.8 µm/8 
Alcohols (1.08 – 2038 µm/gm) 
II. Chemical Composition of Ghee 
  Milk Fat – 99 -99.5% 
  Moisture – Not more than 0.5% 
  Un Saponifiable matter 
    Cow   Buffalo 
Carotene  3.2 -7.4µg/g 
Vit-A   19.34 IU/g   17-38 IU/g 
Tocopherol  28-48µg/g   18-37 µg/g 
Free Fatty acids (%oleic) -2.8 (max) 
- milk and milk products technology - subhasish biswas. 
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ey;nyz;nza; 
,e;nea; vs;spypUe;J vLf;fg;gLfpwJ 
jhtutpay; ngaH - Sesamum indicum linn. 
FLk;gk;  - Pedaliaceae 
NtW ngaH  - jpyk; 
Vernacular names: 
 Eng : Gingeli oil plant 
 Tel : Nuvulu 
 Mal : Karuella 
 Kan : Ellu 
tshplk; : ,e;jpahtpy; vq;Fk; gapuhFk; nrb 
tshpay;G : rpWnrb 
gad;gLk; cWg;G : ,iy> G+> fha;> tpij 
Rit  : ,dpg;G 
jd;ik : ntg;gk; 
gphpT  : ,dpg;G 
nra;if 
 cs;soyhw;wp - Demulcent 
 cukhf;fp  - Tonic 
 kyfhhp  - Laxative 
 twl;rpafw;wp - Emolient 
nghJf;Fzk; 
 ‘Gj;jp eadf; FspHr;rp G+hpg;G nka;g;GifQ; 
 rj;Jtq; fw;jp dpapsik – nkj;j Tz;lhq; 
 fz;Nzha; nrtpNeha; fghytoy; fhrNeha; 
 Gz;Nzha; Nghnkz;nzahw; Nghw;W”. 
      - mfj;jpaH Fzthflk; 
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,e;j ijyj;ij ,uz;L (m) ehY cr;rpfuz;b asT CSf;F ju 
cly; G+hpf;Fk; jpdT> gil> nrhwp> rpuq;F ePq;F Njhy; moF ngWk;. ,Uky; 
jzpAk;. 
Chemical Constituents 
 Sesamin, Sesamolin, Phyto sterol, Vitamin E, Carbohydrates 18%, 
mucilage 4% woody Fibre 47%  
Fixed oil 50-60% 
Myristic acid - 0.1 – 0.31% 
 Palmitic acid - 7.8 – 9.45%   
 Stearic acid  - 3.6 – 5.7%  Saturated acids 
 Arachidic acid - 1.25 
 Oleicacid  - 35.05 – 49.4 %  Un saturated acids 
 Linoleic acid - trace amount 
 
Ntg;ngz;nza; 
,J Ntk;gpd; tpj;jpypUe;J vLf;fg;gLk; nea;ahFk;. 
jhtutpay; ngaH  - Azadirachta indica 
FLk;gk;   - Meliaceae 
NtW ngaH   - mhpl;lk; Jj;ij> epk;gk;> ghhp gj;jpuk; Ntg;G. 
Vernacular Names 
  Eng - Neemtree 
  Tel - Vepa 
  Mal - Veppa 
  Hind - Ivim 
tshplk;  - ,e;jpahtpd; twl;rpkw;Wk;> kzw;ghq;fhd  
   ghfq;fspy; tsHfpd;wJ. 
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tshpay;G  - kuk; 
Rit   - ifg;G 
jd;ik  - ntg;gk; 
gphpT   - fhHg;G 
nra;if 
 ntg;gKz;lhf;fp  - Stimulant 
 mKfyfw;wp   - Antiseptic 
 G+r;rpnfhy;yp  - Insecticide 
 
nghJf;Fzk; 
 thjk; Nghk; gpj;jk; kpFk; khwhf;fp ue;jpNahL 
 NkhJ fug;ghd; rpuq;F Kd;dprpTk; - YJlypd; 
 ehg;gZW RuK ehLrd;dp Ae;njhiyAk; 
 Ntg;gnea; nad;nwhUf;fhy; tps;S 
      -mfj;jpaH Fzthflk; 
 ghz;bad;wh Nuhk %tH gz;zpakh fj;Jlq; 
 ghzbad;wh Nuhf%tH gz;zpajhk;…. 
- Njud; ntz;gh 
 ,J XH fw;g %ypifahFk;. 
 Ntk;gpd; nea;ia G+r> ngUk; tspNeha;fs;> foiyfs;> fug;ghd;> 
rpuq;F> Kd;dprpT> Ruk; ,itfs; Nghk;. 
Chemical Constituents 
 Azadiractine, margosine – Ackaloids. 
 Nimbin, Nimbinin, Nimbidin 
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kQ;rs; 
jhtutpay; ngaH  - Curcuma longa 
FLk;gk;   - Zingiberaceae 
NtW ngaH   -  mhprdk;> fhd; rdp> eprp> gPjk; 
Vernacular Names 
  Eng - Turmeric 
  Tel - Pasupu 
  Mal - Mannal 
tshplk;  - ,e;jpahtpd; ntg;gkhd ghfq;fspy; gapuplg;gLfpd;wJ  
tshpay;G  - rpWnrb 
gad;gLk; cWg;G - kl;lepyj;jz;L 
Rit   - fhHg;G> ifg;G 
jd;ik  - ntg;gk; 
gphpT   - fhHg;G 
nra;if 
 kzKl;b  - Aromatic 
 mfl;Lthafw;wp - Carminative 
 ntg;g Kz;lhf;fp - Stimulant 
 <uy; Njw;wp  - Hepatic tonic 
nghJf;Fzk; 
 ‘nghd;dpwkhk; Nkdp Gyhdhw;wKk; NghFk; 
  kd;DGUltrpakhk; - gpd;dpnaKk; 
  the;jp gpj;j Njhlikak; thjk; Nghe; jPgdkhq; 
  $He;j kQ;rspd; fpoq;Ff;F.” 
       - mfj;jpaH Fzthflk; 
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 cly; G+rp Fspf;f cly; nghd;dpwkhFk;> Gyhy; ehw;wk; NghFk;. 
Mz;fs; kdk; ftu nra;Ak;> grpAz;lhf;Fk;> the;jp> tsp> jP IaFw;wk;> 
jiytyp> ePNuw;wk;> nts;is> %f;FePHgha;jy;> Itif typ> tPf;fk;> 
tz;Lfb> ngUk; Gz; NghFk;. 
Chemical Constituents 
 Turmeric Oil - Aromatic oil 
 Curcumin  - Alkaloid 
 
Mkzf;F vz;nza; 
,J Mkzf;F tpj;jpypUe;J vLf;fg;gLk; vz;nza;ahFk;. 
 jhtutpay; ngaH  - Ricinus Communis. Linn 
 FLk;gk;   - Euphorbiaceae 
 NtWngaH   - Vuz;lk;> rpj;jpuk;> jy&gk; 
Vernacular Name: 
 Mal - Chitravannakkin-enna 
 Eng - Castor – oil plant 
 Tel - Chittamudam – nune 
 Hind - Chhoti – yarandi – ka-til. 
 
tshplk;  - Gd; nra; epyq;fs; 
tshpay;G  - ngUe;nrb 
Rit   - ifg;G 
jd;ik  - ntg;gk; 
gphpT   - fhHg;G 
nra;if 
kykpsf;fp  - Laxative 
  twl;rpafw;wp  - Emollient 
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nghJg;gz;G 
 ‘Mkzf;F nea;ahy; eyKz;lhk; ahtHf;Fk; 
 G+kzf;F Nkdp GhpFoNy – tha;kzf;ff; 
 nfhs;spy; tapWtpLq; NfhuKs;s thAtWk; 
 cs;spy; tUFd;kk; Ngh NkhJ.” 
     - mfj;jpaH Fzthflk; 
 Mkzf;nfz;nza; tapw;iw fopf;Fk;> Nfhu typ Neha;> 
 Fd;kk;> FlNyw;wk;> cly; -fz; - %f;F> nrtp> tha; 
,itfspd; vhpr;ry; Nghf;Fk; cliy nghd;dpwkhf;Fk;. 
,J Foe;ijfisj; jha; Nghy; tsHf;Fk; rpwg;GilaJ. 
“thj njhlf;if tunthl;lh kw;gbf;Ff; 
 fhj;Jf; fg;ghw; fbANk - #jj;ijg; 
 Nguz;lg; ge;jpf;Fk; - Ngjpf;F Neha;f;fhl;il 
 Nauz;lnkd;gjpdpNa.” 
- Njud; ntz;gh 
 rpw;whkzf;F tspf;Fw;wj;ij vonthl;lhke;jLf;Fk;. 
Chemical Constituents: 
 The seeds and leaves yield alkaloids, riainine and 1- methyl – 3 – 
Cyano – 4 methoxy 2 – Pyridone. The beat coat contains lupeol and 3-0-nor-
lupan – 3 b – 01-20- one, lipids and phosphatides. 
 The oil contains arachidic, chlorogenic, Oleic, palmitic, ricinoleic, 
stearic and dihydrostearic acids, hexadecanoic, hydro cyaro and uricacids, 
Besides, squalene and to copherols have also been isolated from the plant. 
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ANNEXURE - II 
BIO – CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF  
VATHA KARAPPAN CHOORANAM 
Preparation of the extract:   
 5gms of Choornam was weighed, accurately and placed in a 250ml 
clean beaker. Then 50ml distilled water is added and dissolved well. Then it 
is boiled well for about 10 minutes. It was cooled and filtered in a100ml 
volumetric flask and then it is made up to 100ml with distilled water. This 
fluid is taken for analysis. 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
S.no Experiment Observation Inference 
1. Test for calcium 
2ml of the above prepared extract is 
taken in a clean test tube.  To this 
add 2 ml of 4% ammonium oxalate 
solution is added to it. 
A white 
precipitate is 
formed 
Absence of 
Calcium 
2. Test for sulphate: 
2ml of the extract is added to 5% 
barium chloride solution. 
No white 
precipitate is 
formed 
Absence of 
sulphate 
3. Test for chloride 
The extract is treated with silver 
nitrate solution. 
A white 
precipitate is 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
chloride 
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4. Test for carbonate 
The substance is treated with 
concentrated Hcl. 
No brisk 
effervessence 
is formed 
Absence 
carbonate 
5. Test for Starch 
The extract is added with weak 
iodine solution 
No blue 
colour is 
formed 
 
Absence of 
starch 
 
6. Test for iron Ferric 
The extract is treated with 
concentrated glacial acetic acid and 
potassium ferro cyanide.                     
 
No blue 
colour is 
formed 
 
Absence of 
ferric iron 
7. Test of iron : 
Ferrous: 
The extract is treated with 
concentrated Nitric acid and 
ammonium thio cynate. 
No Blood red 
colour is 
formed 
Absence of 
ferrous iron 
8. Test for phosphate 
The extract is treated with 
ammonium molybdate and 
concentrated nitric acid. 
Yellow 
precipitate is 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
phosphate in 
trace 
9. Test for albumin  
The extract is treated with Esbach’s 
reagent. 
No yellow 
precipitate is 
formed 
Absence of 
albumin 
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10. Test for Tannic acid 
The extract is treated with ferric 
chloride reagent. 
Blue black 
precipitate is 
formed 
Indicates the 
Presence of 
Tannic acid 
11. Test for unsaturation 
Potassium permanganate solution is 
added to the extract. 
It gets 
decolourised 
Indicates  the 
presence of 
unsaturated 
compound 
12. Test for the reducing sugar 
5ml of benedict’s qualitative 
solution is taken in a test tube and 
allowed to boil for 2 mts and added 
8-10 drops of the extract and again 
boil it for 2 mts. 
colour change 
occurs 
Indicates the 
Presence of 
reduceing 
sugar 
13. Test for amino acid: 
One or two drops of the extract is 
placed on a filter paper and dried it  
well. After drying, 1% Ninhydrin is 
sprayed over the same and dried it 
well. 
violet colour 
is formed 
Indicates the 
Presence of 
amino acid 
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ANNEXURE - III 
PHARMACOLOGICAL STUDIES 
ANTI - HISTAMINIC STUDY OF VATHA KARAPPAN 
CHOORANAM 
Aim: 
To study the Anti-histaminic effect of Vatha Karappan Chooranam 
Preparation of the test drug: 
l gm of Vatha Karappan Chooranam was boiled with 20 ml of water 
for 15 minutes. 2ml of decoction was taken as the test drug. 
Procedure: 
A guinea pig weighed about 350gms was starved for 48 hours. It was 
sacrificed by a blow on the head and external jugular vein was allowed to 
bleed. The abdomen was then cut and ileum was cut out and placed in a tray, 
which contained warm tyrode solution (37° C) and continuously aerated. 
The contents of the lumen of the ileum were washed and care was taken to 
avoid any damage to the gut muscle. An ileum segment having a length of 
about 3cm. was taken and tied in both ends with thread. The tissue was put 
in an organ bath and the effects of drug on histamine-induced contractions 
were recorded. 
Inference: 
The drug Vatha Karappan Chooranam has Significant anti histamine 
action. 
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ACUTE ANTI-INFLAMMATORY STUDY ON 
VATHA KARAPPAN CHOORANAM 
Aim: 
To study the acute anti-inflammatory effect of Vatha Karappan 
Chooranam by Carrageenin induced hindpaw method in Albino rats. 
Materials and Methods: 
Drug Preparation: 
1 gms of Vatha Karappan Chooranam was suspended in 10ml of 
distilled water with gum acacia as suspending agent. 
Carrageenin induced Hind Paw Method: 
Six healthy albino rats weighing 80-100 gm were selected. The 
volume of each hind paw was measured by using the mercury -
plethysmograph. 
After the measurement of hind paw of all the rats, they were divided 
into three groups each containing two rats. 
First group was kept as control by giving distilled water 2ml/100 gm 
of body weight. The second group was given Ibuprofen 20mg/100gm body 
weight and kept as standard. Third group was given test drug Vatha 
Karappan Chooranam 2OOmg/lOOgm body weight. 
The drugs were administered orally. One hour after the drug 
administration, 0.1ml l% (w/v) of carrageenin suspension in water was 
injected in the plantar surface of Hind paw of all rats. 
 
Three hour after carrageenin injection the hind paw volume was 
measured once again. From the differences in the initial and final hind paw 
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volume, the degree of the inflammation was calculated by taking the volume 
in the untreated control group as 100%. 
The percentage of inflammation of the other group was calculated. 
Results: 
The details of the experimental results shown in the table.  
EFFECT OF VATHA KARAPPAN CHOORANAM 
Group Drugs 
Dose/100gm 
of body 
weight 
Initial 
Value 
Final 
Value 
Mean 
Difference 
% 
Inflam-
mation 
% 
Inhibition 
Control Water 2ml 0.55 1.4 0.85 100.00 - 
Standard Ibubrufen 20mg/1ml 0.55 0.85 0.03 35.2 64.8 
Test drug 
Vatha 
Karappan 
Chooranam 
200mg/1ml 0.6 0.85 0.25 29.4 70.6 
 
Inference: 
The test drug Vatha Karappan Chooranam has Significant acute anti 
inflammatory effect when compared with the standard drug. 
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CHRONIC ANTI-INFLAMMATORY STUDY ON  
VATHA  KARAPPAN CHOORANAM 
Aim: 
To evaluate the chronic anti-inflammatory effect of Vatha Karappan 
Chooranam in rats by cotton pellets granuloma method. 
Materials and method: Drug preparation: 
1 gm of Vatha Karappan Chooranam was suspended in 10ml of 
distilled water with gum acacia as suspending agent. 
Cotton pellet Granuloma method: Procedure: 
Six healthy albino rats weighing 80-100 gm were selected and divided 
into 3 groups each containing two rats. 
In this procedure the drugs were given daily for 7 days. Before giving 
the drug, cotton pellets each weighing 10 mg were prepared and sterilized in 
an autoclave for about one hour under 15 Pounds atmospheric pressure. 
On the day of experiment, each rat was anaesthetised with ether to 
implant 10mg of sterilized cotton pellet subcutaneously in the lower 
abdomen two on each side after making suitable incision and sutured 
carefully. 
First group was kept as control group by giving distilled water of 
lml/100gm of body weight. To the second group, the standard drug 
Ibubrufen in a dose of 20mg 100gm of body weight was given. 
The third group of animals was given tested drug Vatha Karappan 
Chooranam in a dose of 100 mg/100gm of body weight. 
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On the 8th day of the experiment, all the rats were sacrificed and 
cotton pellets found to be surrounded by granulation tissue were removed 
and dried in hot air oven at 55° C to 60° C. 
Results: 
The details of the experimental results are shown in the table. 
EFFECT OF VATHA KARAPPAN CHOORANAM 
Group Drugs 
Dose/100gm of 
body weight 
Pellet weight of 
the granuloma 
of drugs  
% 
Inflam-
mation 
% 
Inhibition 
Control Water 1ml 250mg 100.00 - 
Standard Ibubrufen 20mg/1ml 55mg 22 78 
Test 
drug 
Vatha Karappan 
Chooranam 
100mg/1ml 130mg 52 48 
 
Inference: 
The test drug Vatha Karappan Chooranam has Significant chronic 
anti-inflammatory effect when compared with the standard drug. 
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ANALGESIC STUDY ON VATHA KARAPPAN 
CHOORANAM 
Aim: 
To study the analgesic effect of Vatha Karappan Chooranam on albino 
rats by tail flick method. 
Materials and Methods: Preparation of the test drug: 
1 gm of Vatha Karappan Chooranam was suspended in 10ml of 
distilled water with gum acacia as suspending agent. This 2 ml contained 
100 mg of the test drug. 
Equipment: 
Hot water bath. 
Procedure: 
Six male albino rats (weighing 80-100gms) were used in three groups. 
The animals were allowed to free access to food and water until they brought 
to the experiment. The animals, which showed the positive response to the 
stimulus within a given time, were selected for the study. 
After the selection of animals, which were responding to stimulus 
within 2 seconds, they were divided into 3 groups, each group consisting of 
2 rats. 
The hot water was maintained at 55°C .The tip of the tail was 
immersed into the water bath and time was noted when rat flicked the tail. 
First group was given the dose of 200mg/100gm body weight of the 
animal. Second group was administrated with paracetamol at a dose of 
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20mg/100gm of body weight. Third group was given to the 1 ml of water 
and kept as control. 
After the drug administration, the reaction time of each rat after half 
an hour , 1 hour and 1½  hour were noted in each group (When a rat fails to 
flick the tail, it should not be continued beyond 8 seconds to avoid injury) 
and the average was calculated. 
The results of control group, standard group and drug treated group 
were tabulated and compared. 
EFFECT OF VATHA KARAPPAN CHOORANAM 
Serial 
No 
Group 
Name of 
Drugs 
Dose / 
100 
gram 
body 
weight 
Initial 
Reading 
In 
Seconds 
After Drug Administration 
½ hr 
Average 
1 hr 
average 
11/2 
Average 
1. Control Water 2 ml 2 2 2.5 2.5 
2. Standard Paracetamol 
20mg / 
1ml 
2 2 4 6.7 
3. 
Test 
drug 
Vatha 
Karappan 
Chooranam 
200 mg 
/ 
1 ml 
2 3 3.5 5 
 
Inference: 
  The test drug Vatha Karappan Chooranam has Moderate analgesic 
action. 
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ACUTE ANTI-INFLAMMATORY STUDY ON 
VATHA KARAPPANUKKU AMANUKKU ENNAI 
thj fug;ghDf;F Mkzf;nfz;nza; 
 (Externally) 
BY HINDPAW METHOD IN ALBINO RATS 
Procedure: 
Anti-inflammatory study of Vatha Karappanukku Amanukku 
Ennai was studied in healthy albino rats. 
Six rats were selected and divided into three groups. To the first 
group distilled water was given and kept as control. The second group 
was given the standard drug Ibuprofen at a dose of 20mg / 100 gm body 
weight. The third group was treated with the test drug externally. Before 
the application of the drug the hind paw volume of all rats was measured. 
This was done by dipping the hind paw upto the tibio dorsal junction in a 
mercury plethysmography. Subcutaneous injection of 0.1 ml of 1% w/v 
carrageenin in water was made into plantar surface of both the hind paw 
of each rat. Three hours after injection, the hind paw volume was 
measured once again. The difference between the initial and final volume 
would show the amount of inflammation. 
Taking the volume in the control group as 100% of inflammation, 
the inflammatory or anti-inflammatory effect of the test group is 
calculated. 
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EFFECT of VATHA KARAPPANUKKU AMANAKKU 
ENNAI 
Group Drugs 
Dose/100gm 
of body 
weight 
Initial 
Value 
Final 
Value 
Mean 
Difference 
% 
Inflam-
mation 
% 
Inhibition 
Control Water 2 ml 0.55 1.4 0.85 100.00 - 
Standard Ibubrufen 20mg/ 1 ml 0.55 0.85 0.03 35.2 64.8 
Test 
drug 
Vatha 
Karappanukku 
Amanaukku 
Ennai 
External 0.55 0.87 0.32 37.6 62.4 
 
 
Inference: 
It is absorbed that Vatha Karappanukku Amanakku Ennai has 
Significant acute anti inflammatory action.  
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ANNEXURE - IV 
GOVERNMENT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL, 
PALAYAMKOTTAI 
POST GRADUATE – SIRAPPU MARUTHUVAM DEPARTMENT 
(P.G.III) 
AN OPEN TRIAL OF SIDDHA TREATMENT 
DISEASE: VATHA KARAPPAN 
DRUG:  INTERNAL :  VATHA KARAPPAN CHOORNAM 
EXTERNAL: VATHA KARAPPANUKKU AMANUKKU ENNAI 
 
1. I. P NO: --------------        2. BED NO:  --------------   3. S.NO:   
4.  NAME:   -------------------------- 5. AGE (yr)         6.GENDER:  M    F     
7. OCCUPATION: -------------------------------- 
8. POSTAL ADDRESS 
___________________________________________________________ 
9. COMPLAINTS AND DURATION 
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________ 
 
10. HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS 
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________ 
11. PAST HISTORY 
___________________________________________________________ 
12. FAMILY HISTORY: 1.NO        2. YES    _  
_______________________________________________________ 
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13. MENSTRUAL HISTORY: 
     1. N.A         2. Not attained puberty         3. Menstrual cycle-Regular       
       4. Menstrual cycle-Irregular          5  . Attained Menopause                          
 HABITS 
Yes(1)       No (2) 
14. Smoker      
15. Alcoholic 
16. Betalnut chewer 
17. Non-vegetarian     
 
GENERAL EXAMINATION 
18. Body weight [kg]                              
19. Body temperature [ºF]                      . 
20. Blood pressure (mmHg)   
21. Heart rate / min.                      
22. Respiratory rate /min   
23. Pulse rate /min.                   
           (1) Yes          (2) No   
24.  Pallor  
25.  Jaundice    
26.  Clubbing  
27.  Cyanosis  
28.  Pedal edema  
29. Lymphadenopathy            
30. Engorged veins                                             
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CLINICAL EXAMINATION OF SKIN 
31. SITE : _________________________________________ 
32. COLOUR: 1.Normal  2.Reddish      3. Black 
   4. Silvery   
33. SIZE OF LESION (Length cm) : 
__________________________________ 
34. SHAPE:   1. Round   2. Coined         3. Diffused 
35. ITCHING: 1. No  2. Mild 3. Moderate         4. Severe 
36. ERYTHEMA: 1. Present          2. Absent 
37. SCALING:  1. Present          2. Absent 
38. BLEEDING: 1. No  2. Mild  3. Moderate          4. Severe 
    Yes (1)  No (2) 
39. PUSTULE :  
40. PAPULE :  
41. MACULE :  
42. PIGMENTATION: 1. No  2. Hypo  3. Hyper 
43. SENSATION: 1. Normal     2. Anaesthetic      3. Hyperaesthitic 
44. CANDLE GREASE SIGN :  1. Present  2. Absent  
45. AUSPITZ SIGN : 1. Present  2. Absent  
46. KOEBNER’S PHENOMENON:   1. Present  2. Absent  
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EXAMINATION OF VITAL ORGANS  
                                           (1) Normal    (2) Abnormal  
47. CVS      ............................. 
48. RS                                                   ………………… 
49. ABDOMEN      ………………… 
     SIDDHA ASPECTS   
50. NILAM 
  
 1. Kurinji     2. Mullai        3. Marutham         4. Neithal        5. Palai    
   
51. KAALA IYALBU 
 1. Kaarkaalam  2. Koothirkaalam  3. Munpanikaalam 
 4. Pinpanikaalam  5. Ilavenirkaalam  6. Muduvenirkaalam                            
52. UDAL IYALBU 
1. Vatham          2. Vatha pitham   3. Vatha kabam     
          4. Pitham     5.Pitha vatham                 6. Pitha kabam    
          7. Kabam          8. Kaba vatham             9. Kaba pitham    
53. GUNAM 
 1. Sathuvam  2. Raasatham     3. Thamasam 
AYMPORIGAL 
          (1) Normal     (2) Affected   
54. Mei                             …………………… 
55. Vaai                                                           …………………... 
56. Kan                                                           …………………… 
57. Mookku                                                …………………… 
58. Sevi                                                            …………………… 
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      KANMENDHIRIUM / KANMAVIDAYAM 
 (1) Normal     (2) Affected    
59. Kai                                                              …………………. 
60. Kaal                                                             ………………… 
61. Vaai                                                   ………………… 
62. Eruvaai                                              …       ………………… 
63. Karuvaai                                                       ………………… 
UYIR THAATHUKKAL 
VAATHAM  
                     (1) Normal   (2) Affected 
64. Pranan                                            …………………… 
65. Abanan                                                    ………………….....    
66. Viyanan                                                         …………………....      
67. Uthanan                                                           ……………………    
68. Samanan                                                           …………………….                             
69. Nagan                                                               …………………….    
70. Koorman                                                          ……………………  
71. Kirukaran                                                          ……………………         
72. Devathathan                                                      ……………………     
73. Dhananjeyan                                                     ……………………  
PITTHAM  
                    (1) Normal   (2) Affected 
74. Analagam                                                            ………………….. 
75. Ranjagam                                               ………………….  
76. Sathagam                                               ………………….. 
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77. Alosagam                                                         …………………             
78. Prasagam                                                         …………………… 
KABAM 
                          (1) Normal   (2) Affected 
79. Avalambagam                                  ……………………. 
80. Kiletham                                     …       .…………………… 
81. Pothagam                                         ..…………………..          
82. Tharpagam                                       ……………………..    
83. Santhigam                                        …………………….. 
UDAL THAATHUKKAL 
                       (1) Normal      (2) Affected 
84. Saaram                                                                 ………………….    
85. Senneer                                                        …………………. 
86. Oon                                                               ………………….. 
87. Kozhuppu                                                     …………………. 
88. Enbu                                                           ………………….. 
89. Moolai                                                   …………………. 
90. Sukkilam / 
     Suronitham                                                          ………………….. 
ENVAGAI THERVUGAL 
91. Naa                                                                  ………………….. 
92. Niram                                                     ………………….. 
93. Mozhi                                                                 ………………….. 
94. Vizhi                                                                …………………. 
95. Sparisam                                                            ………………… 
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96. Naadi     
1. Vatham           2. Vatha pitham   3. Vatha kabam     
  4. Pitham     5.Pitha vatham                6. Pitha kabam    
          7. Kabam           8. Kaba vatham              9. Kaba pitham    
MALAM 
             (1) Normal    (2) Affected 
97. Niram                                 …….…………….. 
    Yes (1)   No (2)   
98. Nurai                           .…………… …….. 
99. Kirumi                                               …………………..... 
100. Kalappu                                                                ……………........... 
101. Erugal                                            …………………..  
102. Elagal                                            ………………….. 
MOOTHIRAM 
 Neerkuri 
          (1) Normal      (2) Affected 
103. Niram                                                   ………………… 
104. Manam                                                           ………………… 
105. Edai                                               …………………. 
106. Nurai                                          ………………… 
107. Enjal                                                            …………………. 
 
 Neikuri  1. Vaatha Neer         2. Pittha Neer      3. Kaba  Neer       
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LAB INVESTIGATIONS 
BLOOD 
108. TC (cells/ cu.m.m) 
 
DC (%):109N.           110. L               111.M            112.E               113.B 
114. ESR (mm) ½ Hr              115. ESR (mm): 1 Hr: 
116. Hb (g %)            
Blood Sugar (mg%) :   117. Fasting                    . 
     118. Post-prandial                    .   
     119. Random                         . 
120. Blood Urea (mg%)   :             . 
121. Serum Creatinine :                . 
122.  Blood Cholesterol (mg%) :                .   
URINE 
123. Albumin -   0. Nil          1. +    2. ++            3. +++ 
124. Sugar  -   0. Nil      1. +           2. ++             3. +++   
 Deposit:  Present (1)  Absent (2) 
125. Pus cells                                            _________________ 
126. Epithelial cells                                                     ________________ 
127. Red blood cells                                                    ________________  
128. Casts/ Crystal                                                      _________________ 
 
MOTION            Present (1)  Absent (2)  
129. Ova   -                                __________________ 
130. Cyst   -                                __________________ 
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129. Occult blood  -                                       __________________ 
130. Pus cells  -                                 _________________ 
Drug issued for patients. 
131. No. of vadagam:    
132. Volume of Thylam (ml):     
  
133. Date: _______________    134. Signature of Doctor: ___________ 
 
 
135. Station: _____________    136.  Signature of H.O.D:___________ 
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CASE SUMMARY OF INPATIENTS 
 
 
 
S.
no I.P. No Name 
Age/
Sex 
Date of 
admission 
Date of 
Discharge 
No.of 
Days 
Treated 
Treatment Result 
1 1425 Isakky 61/M 29.05.07 09.06.07 12 
Vatha Karappan 
chooranam 
(thj fug;ghd; 
#uzk;) 
 1gm 3 times  a day 
with Jaggery after 
food. (Internally) 
Vatha Karappanukku 
Amanukku Ennai 
(thj fug;ghDf;F 
Mkzf;nfz;nza;)
(Externally)  
 
 
 
 
 
MR 
2 1547 Thomas 41/M 12.06.07 25.06.07 14 MR 
3 1827 Saravanan 25/M 16.07.07 04.08.07 20 GR 
4 1979 Xavier 20/M 02.08.07 17.08.07 16 MR 
5 3116 Kalyana Sundaram 60/M 25.12.07 9.01.08 16 MR 
6 3120 Murugan 40/M 26.12.08 9.01.08 17 GR 
7 2211 Chinnammal 65/F 21.01.08 12.02.08 23 GR 
8 195 Raj 41/M 24.01.08 02.03.08 39 MR 
9 221 Kanapathyammal 70/F 26.01.08 20.02.08 26 MR 
10 260 Mariyammal 27/F 30.01.08 14.02.08 16 MR 
11 355 Thiraviyam 64/M 6.02.08 21.2.08 16 MR 
12 441 Vadivu 66/F 14.02.08 11.03.08 27 GR 
13 12670 Shanmugam 65/M 18.02.08 11.03.08 23 GR 
14 245 Chennammal 65/F 21.02.08 11.03.08 20 GR 
15 524 Mariyamma 43/F 22.02.08 13.03.08 21 GR 
16 536 Sethu 65/M 23.02.08 16.03.08 23 GR 
17 120 Kalusulingam 66/M 25.03.08 10.04.08 17 MR 
18 825 Sudali  65/F 29.03.08 10.04.08 13 MR 
19 1143 Aaudaiyammal 67/F 05.05.08 22.05.08 18 GR 
20 1124 Innasi Pandi 15/M 02.05.08 31.05.08 30 GR 
 
 
GR – Good Relief      MR – Moderate Relief 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CASE SUMMARY OF OUT PATIENTS 
 
 
 
S.no O.P. No Name Age/Sex Complaints No. of Days 
Treated 
Result
ES VP O P
1 26386 Ramakrishnan 60/M + + + - 37 GR 
2 26408 S.P.S. Narayanan 59/M + + + - 37 GR 
3 26422 Vanniya Perumal 75/M - + + + 37 MR 
4 26584 Mariya 30/F + - - - 45 GR 
5 27839 Mammuthu 67/M + + - + 26 GR 
6 29092 Tamil Selvi 39/F + - + + 30 GR 
7 29000 Raj kumar 52/M + + - + 26 GR 
8 29294 Murugan 32/M - + + - 32 GR 
9 30584 Issakiyammal 65/F + - + + 23 MR 
10 30397 Chellammal 45/F + + + - 26 GR 
 
 
OUT PATIENTS – TREATED ONLY WITH INTERNAL MEDICINE  
 
S.no O.P. No Name Age/Sex Complaints No. of Days Treated Result
ES VP O P
1 30661 Bommi 40/F + + + - 23 MR 
2 30938 Ganapathi 72/M + - + + 31 GR 
3 30396 Subash 18/M - + + - 23 GR 
4 310396 Ramaiya 65/M + + - + 33 GR 
5 31071 Anshari 23/M + + + + 20 MR 
 
 
 
OUT PATIENTS  - TREATED ONLY WITH  EXTERNAL APPLICATION  
 
S.no O.P. 
No 
Name Age/Sex Complaints No. of Days 
Treated 
Result
ES VP O P
1 35331 Devaraj 51/M + - + + 10 GR 
2 74141 Muthammal 70/F + + + - 12 GR 
3 74331 Gomathi 50/F - + + + 12 GR 
4 75308 Subramani 70/M + + + - 8 MR 
5 75318 Poothangam 55/F + + - + 8 MR 
 
GR – Good Relief      MR – Moderate Relief  ES – Epidermo spongiosis 
 
VP –Vesiculo Papules O – Oozing     P - Pain 
 
(+) – Positive   (-) – Negative 
